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Foreword
Edward P. J. Corbett

As HAPPENS IN ANY PERIOD OF TRANSITION, SOME PEOPLE WILL
Dave to -be dragged kicking and screaming into the twenty-first cen-
tury. Some of those kickers and screamers will undoubtedly be
teachers of' English who have been unwilling or unable to adjust to
the changes and challenges resulting from the new electronic means
of communication. If they continue to be recalcitrant, they will very
quickly become museum pieces, as quaint and as outmoded as the
quill pen. Meanwhile, computers and word processors will become
as much a part of the furnishings of the classroom as chalkboards are
now, and "computer literacy" will become the new buzz term in the
schools.

In this monograph, Jeanne NV. Halpern and Sarah Liggett, two
farseeing English teachers, are serving as heralds of the new age.
They want to acquaint us with the potentialities of the electronic
hardware, to show us what changes writers may have to make in their
composing habits, and to inform us of the changes we may have to
make in our syllabi in order to prepare our students for the demairds
of the electronic world. As they say in their opening chapter, "we
will have to determine the kinds of research and classroom practice
that will integrate the new technology into our theory and our ped-
agogy, while maintaining the humanistic values of our discipline."

In the first chapter, Halpern and Liggett talk about the capabili-
ties, and the rapidly growing use in the business and professional
world, of' such electronic gadgetry as telecommunication systems,
which make possible give-and-take lectures and conferences in-,



xii Foreword

solving hundreds of people assembled in widely scattered cities
and connected by means of video and audio hookups; audio mail-,
.systems, which allow callers to leave a voice message when the
person being called is not in; and electronic mail systems, which
can transmit a written message from an office in New York City
to an office in Dubuque, Iowa, in a matter of seconds. But the tech-
nology that Halpern and Liggett are most interested in is the devel-
opment of new dictation machines and word processors powered by
Microcomputers.

In the second chapter, the authors describe what they learned
about the dictationlwnrd processing systems from an extensive re-
View of the literature and from 28 structured interviews with users
and trainers of users in various business sites across the nation.
From what they learned in their descriptive research project, they
outline for us in their third chapter the curricula we will have to
devise for our composition classrooms if we want to enable our stu-
dents to be not just efficient operators of the machines but effective
composers of prose on those machines. In their final chapter, they
tell us about an exciting day-long international teleconference they
participated in, an electronic symposium involving over 1,200 on-
the-job writers who listened to lectures and engaged in transconti-
nental discussions in 22 cities in the United States and Canada. Our
authors then go on to forecast the kinds of research that remain to
be done if we are to develop fruitful programs and strategies for our
composition classrooms. There are 14 helpful appendixes and an ex-
tensive bibliography at the back of the book.

Jeanne NV. Halpern and Sarah Liggett may well be mentioned in
future histories as successors of the late Marshall McLuhan in bring-
ing home to teachers of English the glad tidings about the electronic
revolution. But as I have said in a number of public talks recently, I
wonder who will become the Quintilian of the word processor. I am
writing this Foreword on my new word processor, which was in-
stalled in my study at home in the very week that I finished reading
the revised version of the Halpern-Liggett manuscript. After onlya
week of hands-on 'experience with this wondrous machine, I have
acquired a keen sense of its potency and its potentialand the
Halpern-Liggett study has confirmed what I sensed.

The Voblication Committee of the CCCC Studies in Writing and
Rhetoric series is pleased to present Computers & Composing: How

O



Foreword xiii

the Neu: Primo !ogles Are Changing Writing to the academic world,
not onl,,becase its message will ise immensely useful to teachers
but also because its publication puts the Conference on College
Composition and Communication unequivocally in the vanguard of
those educators who are not content to rest upon their past accom-
plishments but who want to draw lip their syllabi for tomorrow.

eS
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Preface

SINCE TI!!'. GODS CAN, DEPENDING ON THEIR WHIMS, PLAGUE MAN-
kind with curses of devious kinds. Zeus was surely within his rights
when he created the first woman, Pandora. Graced with all the vir-
tues the other Greek gods could bestow, she neverheles!: had one
quality that Zeus knew would be her undoing. For.Pan-
dora was placed on earth with a single possession, a box she was
forbidden to open, and slie was finally undone by curiosity. Lifting
the cover of the box, she unleashed on humanity a multitude of
plagues, and closing it, she trapped inside the only anodyne, hope.

We 'could not help wondering, as we wrote this book:whether
some wily power was heaping upon us the gifts of a tantilizing idea
and a herculean challenge, only to have us lift the lid on a subject
that would become our undoingand yours. Like Pandora's box,
the new technology is fraught with possibilities for evil and good
and like Pandora, we have been impelled to open the bo un-
like Pandora,- we have not closed the lid. This opefnl book.

'We hope that you will find ii . pages, challengesfin- .re-
search, for teahil 'sing, perhaps, some of the 'new tech-
nolo rA.var-113scuss. We hope that the colleagues and friends, too
numerousnumerous to name, who have helped us develop this project will
accept our thanks. 'And we hope, finally, that you enjoy Computers

Composing.

/( 12



1

The New Technologies Are Changing
Written Communication

WE LIVE IN AN AGE OF RAPID TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE. IN THE
popular press, such best sellers as Alvin Toffler's Future Shock and
The Third Wave describe a world dominated by electronic infor-
mation exchange., In academic publicationsranging from the
Harvard Business Review to the International Journal of Women's
Studies to Toddy's Educationdictation systems, computers, word
processors, electronic mail, and telecommunication .networks are
the subjects of frequent articles. And in our own profession, con-
ferences and journals underscore the impact of technological change
on teaching English.

Nor is this a dramatically new phenomenon. For nearly two dec-
ades, technology has been gradually changing the way college grad-
uates write. And it has elicited two reactions from those of us who
teach composition. As Edmund Farrell :,oted in English, Educa-
tion, and the Electronic Revolution, consistent interactions be-
tween man and media offer, on the one hand, "an ingenious means
of further degrading human life," and, on the other, "the instru-
mentality for releasing the creative potential of each-individual:.
Similarly, Edward Corbett, writing in College Composition and
Communication, pointed to two possibilities the new electronic me-
dia holdfor creating "passive automatons" or for developing com-
mitted, participating human beings.2 The views of Farrell and Cor-
bett, both published in 1967, anticipated what have in the ensuing
years become two dramatically different responses to the new tech-
nology: repulsion and attraction.

Is "repulsion" too strong a word? Perhaps teachers in their En-

13



Computers & Composing

glish classrooms have simply equated television and computers with
avision of a brave new world which. without' a stalwart system of
defense, would lead to an Orwellian 1984. Interactive television and
computerized filing systems, used by the government and private
agencie to check on individual activities, certainly confirm this pos-
sibility. Or perhaps Marshall McLuhan's descriptions of the elec-
tronic revolution, which had become so obvious by the mid-sixties,
coincided too closely with the reports of the Dartmouth Seminars
which, by emphasizing the need fiw human values in the English
classroom, dramatized the potentially dehumanizing effects of the
new teclmlogy.'Whatever the reason, one line of response to the
new technology has been resistance.

At the same time, -however, a certain professional attraction for
the new electronic media, an eagerne-ss to see how they can be
adapted to teaching, has emerged. Many teachers began using tape
recorders to teach composition or to evaluate it; others presented
13130 television productions of the Shakespeare plays and other
filmed per-I-inn-lances as subjects for writing; still others developed
computer programs to improve spelling, grammar, and other writ-
ingskillsin their classes or writing labs.' Such teachers have
the new technology into their classrooms, intentionally narrowing
the distance between their college courses and their students' lives.

If we have described the, situation correctly, then the apparent
polarity between. the two prevailing professional views of tech-
nological change may not be as strongly charged as it appears. Pro-
ponents of both views attempt to connect the traditional, humanis-
tic values 'associated with English to the lives of college students.
Both emphasize learning. And both err, perhaps, in being too ear-
liest: either in overemphasizing the negative effects of technological
change on the quality of human life or in underestiniating the con-
sequences of an unconsidered-surge toward change. The question is
not whether to opposeorembrace-fhe-new technology but how to
delineate productive responses to change.

Responding. to Technological Change

In the October 1982 issue of College English, Lester Faigley and
Thonias Miller showed that college educated people use a wide va-

14.
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r:ty of media to compose: Over a quarter of the 200 people inter-
viewed used computers to commilniCate iv. writing. andpver a quar-
ter regularly dicv,olk, their letters and reports." -Whether for good
Or bad.- I'aiglev and Miller concluded, -electronic technology will
have long-rage ellicts on the 'nature of writing..." \Vhat these
elfects.are likely to be and how we. as a profession. can most appro-
priately respond to them is the question. It is clear, first, that we
will have to define the elements of technological change most likely
to alli.ct the performance ()lour students. We will also have to for-
millate questions which' address the most pervasive changes. And
we will have to determine the kinds of research and classroom prac-
tice that will :integrate the new technology into our theory and our
pedagogy, while maintaining the humanistic values of our discipline.

I he purpose of this book is to demonstrate how such tasks can b1F---
undertaken. We do not propose to map out in detail the great seas of
technological change sweeping over written and oral communica-
tion; but we will chart the main currents which are likely to require
the attention of English professionals. We do not propose to ask
questions about each of the new electronic communication systems
we identify; but we will select one important system for investiga-
tion and pose what we hope are appropriate questions about it. We
do not propose to explore all of' the research possibiliti,s pertinent
to the teaching of English literature. language, and composition:
but we will shoW how research in composition can address the
effects of technological change on teaching writing. We do not pr,-
pose to restructure the content of freshman or advanced composi-
tion classes: but we will demonstrate how knowledge gained from
research on technology can be incorporated in the teaching of writ-
ing. and how such teaching cair'be evaluated. We do not propose to
look into the future of technological change and predict the compos-
ing processes our students will use in a global, postindustrial so-
ciety; but we will identify topics which have emerged from our
study and warrant further investigation. In other words, our goal is
a modest one. We intend lo show how researchers and teachers in
our prc)fession can begin to explore the effects of technological
change On teaching writing.
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I)fining the Scope of the Problem

Toffler compares the widespread technological change occurring
today with the nineteenth century change from an agrarian to an
industrial society. The present change, however, is from an indus-
tial to a postindustrial society, a society characterized by a white-
collar work fOrce heavily involved in infbrination exchange and the
manufacture of such products as computers and information sys-
tems, a soCiety in which national boundaries blur and transnational
corporations flourish.' Such a society depends on the productivity of
the white-collar work fOrceexecutive and managerial, profes-
sional :Ind technical, secretarial and clerical. Indeed, 50 percent of
thy, tiational_work forecis. now classified as having white-collar jobs,
jobs in which people produce, exchange, prepare, and otherwise

infOrmation.'
In the Faigley and Miller study, almost all of the respondents,(193

of 197) said that they spend between 10 percent and 30 percent of
their total work time, producing written communications.' Other
studies indicate that an even larger proportion of the work day is
spent in oral communication of some kind."' The thrust of occupa-
tional change is toward white-collar personnel who communicate by
writing and speaking. Since the media of communication are rapidly
changing, it is incumbent on those of us who teach writing and
speaking to understand the media most likely to affect the compos-
ing processes of our students.

Investigating the New Communication Systems

The new communication media with the most pervasive effect
on college graduates are telecommunication networks, audio mail,
electronic mail, word processors, and dictation systems. Each,
while firmly grounded in the familiar, has changed in ways which
affect written and oral processes and products.

In the past, and certainly in McLuhan's work, telecommunication
networks were synonymous with TV screens watched by families in
their living rooms. Newer telecommunication systems, however,
are characterized by interactive features which allow a give-and-
take between program personnel and viewers. At home, this inter-

16
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action offers the opportunity fin. viewers ,to participate in live audi-
ence surveys, to answer quiz show questions, and to predict the
plays and final scores of football, basketball,' and baseball games." In
educational settings, interactive features alloW instructors at a uni-
versity to lecture, to present graphic materials, and to respond to
questions from viewers at remote locations.0 In business, industry,
government, and the professions, interactive teleconferencing al-
lows participants at conference sites in different cities, states, or
countries to present information, solve loblems, and make group
decisions.'" Teleconferencing of this kind may include two-way video
and audio hookups among all sites, or one-way video from a central
location and two-way audio connections between the central loca-
tion and each site. In either case, however, costs are high and tim-
ing is critical because video transmission depends on satellite sched-
uling. For this reason, executives, managers, engineers, educators,
and other professionals who participate in teleconferences often re-
quire special training in planning, in graphics presentations, and, if
computers are included in the teleconference, in computer confer-
cueing programs. A new profession has, in fact, grown up to provide
educational training fir those who participate in teleconferences.'4

A second, more common electronic system, used in homes as well
as offices, is audio mail. Audio mail links two familiar devices, tele-
phones and electronic voice recorders, letting callers leave mes-
sages when the person called is not in. Since research shows that
only half of interoffice calls successfully connect the caller with the
person cclied, audio mail systems help foster communication:5 The
success of audio mail systems, however, depends on the caller's abil-
ity to plan and deliver a complete, coherent message that accom-
plishes the original purpose for calling. Users of audio mail systems
have to overcome their reluctance to talk to a recorder and thereby
avoid playing telephone tag"This is Jones. Call me back. ""' Audio
mail systems hinction best when "all the people in a working unit
have the device and use it properly," according to Louis Mertes,
Vice-President of Operations at the Continental Illinois Bank in
Chicago.' In 1980, Continental installed over 300 audio mail de-
vices and trained hundreds of personnel to use them effectively.

A third electronic system, or collection of systems, currently re-
ceiving attention is electronic mail. In the past, the most commonly
known and frequently used form of electronic mail was the teletype,

7.



6 Computers & Composing

a system ()I' electronic message transmission used between cities
since the first such inessage"What has Cod wrought?"was
transmitted between Washington and Baltimore in 1844. Another
familiar version of electronic mail is facsimile transmission, or "fax,"
which allows the sender to put a letter or other graphic page into an
electronic copying inactiinc and have it scanned, translated into
electronic impulses, sent over phone wires, and translated hack into
graphic form for the addressee, who may be in another office, an-
other City, or another country. The newest version of electronic mail
is based on computers; in these systems, a message is typed into a
terminal, sent over phone wires, and translated by a receiving unit
either into electronic form on a video screen or into printed form on
paper. Employees of large corporations and federal units, for exam-
ple, use computer-based electronic mail systems to communicate
with each other at the office; between office and home, and between
offices throughout the country.'. To use such systems effectively,
ho wever. communicators must have a clear sense of audience and
purpose; they must be able: to create effective messages at the ter-
minal, a practice often requiring special trfiining in composing at the
keyboard.'

The fourth new electronic system. which is often part of other
systems such as electronic mail, is the word processor. Word pro-
cessors resemble typewriters, but in addition to the familiar key-
board component. they contain computers, memories, and disk
drives; they often have video screen and printer attachments; and
they sometimes have modems, devices which can be attached to
telephone units to connect word processors to communication net-
works and thus to other computers. Such telephone links allow
users to "converse" over phone lines with others using word pro-
cessors. to draw infiirmation from a central computing system, or to
access information stored elsewhere in data banks. For instance, a
biology. professor may he preparing a research article at home (ill
her word processor, which is connected by a telephone link to the
central computer at the university. The professor can type in para-
graphs as she composes them, dial up the university system for lab-
oratory data stored in the main computer on campus, incorporate
the data in her draft, print out a copy of the draft at home, and bring
the computerized disk copy of the draft to the terminal in her office

18
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for additional work. Furthermore, she can, since the system in the
biology department oilers access to international computerized data
banks, conduct a bibliographic search of articles and books on her
topic. scanning abstracts on her video screen and printing out those
she wants to use for reference. While such uses of word processing
are becoming increasingly frequent in universities (especially in the
sciences and social sciences), in government, and in business and
industry, users of the new systems require technical training, gener-
ally provided by manufacturers or by company trainers. But those
who use word processors for writing also have to learn to adapt the
composing process they use in writing to word processing, which is
not as easy as it might at first appear.2"

A fifth new communication system now becoming increasingly
important is dictation firr word processing. Dictation, itself, has a
long history. For centuries, scribes have translated spoken words
into writing, as Tiro did when he took shorthand from Cicero, as
Boswell did when he acted as Johnson's amanuensis, and as Dickens
did in his job as court stenographer and later as parliamentary re-
porter tiff the London Morning Chronicle. Since the nineteenth
century. stenographers haVe used the Pittman or Gregg shorthand
systems to take dictation, and in the twentieth century, secretaries
have transcribed either from shorthand or from recorded tapes.
Each of these dictation systems has relied on a transcriber who
knew the dictator, understood the context of the communication,
and could check, correct, or add information as necessary. What is
different in the new systems, which combine dictation with word
processing. is the absence of personal contact between dictator and
transcriptionist. The dictator can record a message wherever he or
she happens to bein an office, on a train, in a hotelusing a desk
recorder, a pocket model, or a telephone. The taped message is
then relayed to a round-the-clock word processing center and tran-
scribed by a keyboard operator who may know nothing about the
speaker, the context, or the relevant files. The transcriptionist pre-
pares the letters, reports, or forms, usually has them printed, and
returns' the printed versions to the dictator, either fin- signing or for
revision. Although such systems are flexible and efficient, they
make'new demands on the writer, especially the writer who expects
to produce letters to be signed and sent immediately. To use the

19



8 Computers & Composing

new systems eflectively, such writers must be taught to dictate a
message which is entirely self-contained and which, though spoken,
looks as though it had been written for a reader.

As this brief introduction to several of the new electronic systems
suggests, they share three characteristics. Each has emerged from
an earlier, familiar mode of communication. Each is more efficient,
more flexible, and less restricted by time or distance than its prede-
cessor. And each requires special training for effective use. Further-
more, since the price of each of these systems is dropping as the
technology improves and the demand rises, the new media will be-
come an increasingly pervasive part of the work life and home life of
college graduates. And these graduates will require new strategies
and skills to use the systems effectively.

Such training can, of course, be provided by people outside the
English profession, as is currently being demonstrated by consul-
tants who prepare executives and managers for teleconferencing, by
trainers who work fin- the manufacturers of word processors and dic-
tation systems, and by in-house staff members who instruct person-
nel to use the new media on the job. But if teachers of English be-
lieve that they can, because of their insight into the composing
process and their expertise in teaching composition, prepare stu-
(lents to be better writers, no matter what medium they use, then
teachers will have to meet the challenge of the electronic revolu-
tion. The English profession will have to investigate the systems de-
scribed above in careful detail, isolate the educational problems im-
posed by these systems, and come up with solutions which are
theoretically justified and pedagogically sound.

Narrowing the Research Focus

Our professional response to the new technology thus far has
been directed largely toward incorporating it into our pedagogical
methodologies. We may videotape short instructional modules for
use in the classroom or writing lab, use cassette recorders to evalu-
ate student papers, and develop computerized instructional pro-
grams to help students improve their basic language skills. While it
is useful to take advantage of electronic equipment in such ways, it

.20
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is also essential that We eXIIIIIille the effects technology is having and
will have on the eompoing processes of our students.

One way to do this is to examine how the new media are being
integrated into the workplace, to see how they are being used, and
to identify the problems writers lace when they attempt to adapt
what they have learned about pen-in-hand composing to the re-
quirements of on-the-job technology. Since it would be impossible
to explore all of the new media in one study, we have chosen to nar-
row our teens and examine in detail dictation/word processing sys-
tems. We have made this choice for several reasons. First, dictation
systems are challenging, combiningtwo cornerstones of our profes-
sional activities, speaking and writing. Second, there is ample liter-
ature on connections between speaking and writing, currently a
subject of lively inquiry. And finally, the new dictation systems are
likely to be even more widely used in the future, with such organi-
zations as II3N1 and Bell Telephone Laboratories developing voice-
to-word-processor systems which should, by the end of the century,
1w capable of transfOrming speech directly into print. For these
three reasons, we decided to find out how and why the new dicta-
tion/word processing systems are currently being used.

By examining the literature and visiting sites throughout the
country, we !earned that dictation/word processing systems are
changing on-the-job writing both quantitatively and qualitatively.
Quantitatively, the new systems are beginning to dominate commu-
nication in government, business, industry, and the professions.
The municipal government of Phoenix, Arizona, for example, in-
stalled a round-the-clock dictation/word pro6essing network for city
employees, from the mayor to the building inspectors, in 1978; less
than two years later, over a third of the work at the Phoenix Word
Processing Center originated from its dictation network.-' Nlanufac-
turing Data Systems International, a medium-sized company em-
ploying about 700 people, converted to a mechanized system in
1976; lw 1979, over half of the company's communications originated
as dictation." librd Processing Systems conducted a survey in 1980
to which 66 companies responded: "Sixty -four percent indicated
that the use of dictation equipment has increased in their organiza-
tions during the past year and seventy percent say they see the use
of dictation equipment increasing during the coming year."' Fur-
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thermore, professionals in various fields are rapidly integrating the
new systems into their activities. Law firms are producing their
legal communications and storing their administrative records on
word processing systems; doctors in hospitals are using.the new dic-
tation systems for patient care records, research, and teaching; and
accountants are composing their letters and reports on dictation sys-
tems.'' As these examples suggest, conversion from writing to dic-
tating resembles the clhinge from ocean liners to jet planes in 1965;
like the ocean liner, pen-in-hand writing is being replaced by faster,\
more cost-efficient methods which, like the jet, are likely to domi-.
nate the field by the end of the century.

Why arc organizations installing the new systems at such a rapid
rate? Dictation systems can reduce the time devoted to written
communication up to 60 percent fir short or routine messages and
somewhat less for long or complex messages.2' And these time sav-
ings translate into sizable long-term cost savings for organizations
investing in the equipment.''' In addition, the new dictation sys-
tems provide greater flexibility and efficiency to users, who can dic-
tate wherever they are. Finally, dictation/word processing systems
produce exceptionally attractive copy because they allow transcrip-
tionists to format communications by using the appropriate function
keys or programs. and to change or correct communications before
printing: final. copy is usually flawless. Because of the advantages of
time, cost, flexibility, and output quality, there is little question that
the conversion to mechanized systems, which began in the 1970s.
will transfbrin the way college graduates write.

The new systems are, however, also changing writing qualita-
tively. According to I larvard research psychologist I toward Gardner,
dictation compels writers to outline an entire argument in advance,
thereby improving coherence and, at the same time, allowing dicta-
tors to capture fleeting thoughts or sequences of thought while dic-
tating." Furthermore, the new systems are transforming the very
processes of speaking and writing. Walter Ong noted a similar trans-
formation when .he described the effect of writing on public ora-
tory at the time of Aristotle: 'Now, when you spoke . . . you were
obliged to sound a little bit like writing quite regularly or perhaps
even always. . . . You were expected to let your speech be colored
by the way writing was or could be done.. . After writing, oral
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speech W never the The new dictation systems are taus-
ing similar dianges in the way people speak and write.x,7"-.

But for people who use the new systems, such changes are not
always easy. A survey of 2,000 randomly selected readers of Modern
Office Procedures showed that while seven in 10 companies now
have dictation/word processing systems, only one in duce people
who originate typewritten work actually uses the new systems. 2' If,
as John Gould of IBM claims, writers can easily be trained to be-
come effective diCtators,u' then why do so few writers use the new
systems? Our exploratory research suggests that although writers
can, indeed, learn the mechanics of dictation in a day, the actual
process of speaking writing goes against the grain of their experi-
ence and education. They tend to associate the recursive process
of writing with thinking, to rely on longhand drafts to turn their
writeriimsed prose into reader-based prose, and to use longhand re-.

vision quite literally as re-envisioning. They have never learned to
transkr these useful attitudes toward writing to dictating.

Our exploratory research on the new dictation/word processing
systems has revealed something of a technological-educational di-
lemma. The systems are being introduced everywhere, but they are
not being used efficiently because many writers, though trained in
the technical process of equipment operation, are not able to adapt
the composing process of writing to dictation. The enormous capital
investments which organizations have made in the new systems put
considerable pressure on personnel to use them; indeed, some orga-
nizations keep line-cciunts of syStems use."' But on-the-job training,
which emphasizes the technical process of dictation, does not help
personnel to speak writing effectively. Such personnel need experi-
enced teachers, teachers who understand the complexities of com-
posing and who have a useful body of research to draw upon in
teaching people to compose written documents orally.

Although we are not recommending that dictation become an im-
p portant part of composition classes or that preparing students to

succeed on their jobs be the central concern of our profession, our
exploratory research does suggest that we, as teachers of writing,
must provide students with composing strategies they can adapt to
the media they are likely to encounter once they leave our classes.
Deciding how to incorporate such strategies into our writing courses
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requires that we ask insightful questions about how writers compose
on their jobs, that we answer these questions with careful research,
that we draw on research in rhetoric and composition to devise new
classroom practices, and that we evaluate and refine these practices
to serve our students.

In the f011owing chapters, we will show how we have used the
infbrmation presented above to design a research study which
describes how writers compose on the new systems, how this com-
posing process, differs from the composing process of pen-in-hand
writing, and how understanding specific differences offers insights
which can help us teach writing more effectively.



The New Systems,,Require
New Composing Strategies

110W 1)0 WRITERS COMPOSE ON THE NEW COMMUNICATION SYS-
tems? Does the composing process change when they dictate for
word processing systems? If so, how do the new technical require-
ments affect the process of writing?

Answering -these questions is likely to influence our research and
'teaching in several ways. It may prompt us to re-evaluate current
models of the composing process in terms of their descriptive power.
It may encourage us to incorporate into our models related research
which has hitherto seemed tangential to our focus on written coin-.
posing. It may lead us to reconsider the content of our writing
courses which, for example, do not directly address the relation-
ships between memory and writing, or speaking and writing. And it
may tempt us to use in our classes technological innovations which
may help students plan, write, and revise more effectively. Since re-
search on technological change is likely to improve our theory and
practiceand also, of course, help us prepare students more appro-
priately for the writing they will do in their careerswe propose in
this chapter to examine closely one of the new communication sys-
tems and discuss our findings within the context of research-on com-
posing. More specifically, we will present the purpose, methods, re-
sults. discussion, and conclusions of our recent study of dictation/
word processing systems.
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. rtirpose: Investigating (:ritical Features

Our exploratOry research reported in chapter 1 showed drat dicta-
tion/word processing systems were currently being used throughout.
the country. that the advantages of these systems assured even
vider adoption in the future, but that many potential users wvil
reluctant to dictate their communications on the new systems.
Since these oliservations pointed toward a widening gulf between
the technical requirements of' on-dw-job writing and the educa-
tional preparation writers receive. we conducted a descriptive field
study to answer three questions:

I. !low do sticcq.;s1111 users of the new dictation systems compose
their .communicathais?

11'hat are the critical features of composing on the new systems,
and how can these features be understood within the context of
pen-in-hand composing?

:3. What are the implications of our
search in composition?

to answer the first question.
collected materials from users and managers of the new systems,
then analyzed the process successful dictators went through as they
composed their communications. lb answer the second question,
we compared the results of our reseahi with the process of compos-
ing described in recent literature in rhetoric and composition. And
to answer the third qiwstion. we reviewed secondary materials and
the results of our primary research, then fOrmulated two sets of
questions: one set intended to help teachers of freshman and ad-
vanced composition Prepare their students for the 1ww communica-
tion systems, and One set intended to stimulate further research.

We based our research on these assumptions: that it was possible
to document and analyze the composing process of successful dicta-
tors: that the process we uncovered would differ iii certain respects
from the process of composing described in the literature of -rhetoric
and composition: that comparing the two processes would help
teachers prepare students inure effectively fOr whatever mode of'
communication they would use in the future; and that our results
would also enhance the theoretical understanding of composing.

findings for teaching and re-

We c'onduc'ted illf117fTfeWS \Vali ;111(1
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Methods: Analyzing Processes and Products

During our research, we conducted 28 structured interviews with
users, inatiag,ers, and gperators of the new systems in business, in-
dustry, government, and the professions. Users of the new systems:
represented a wid range of careers. Among our interviewees were:
an assistant deputy director of the U.S. Office of Education: a claims
service representative of State Farm Insuranc; a division director
of the Indiana State Board of I I ealth; a credit manager of :Manufac-
turing Data Systems International: and a division manager of Nliehl-
gan Bell Telephone. (For the complete list of interviewees, see
appendix A.) We also collected interview forms on which users an-
swered 11 questions 'including: What percent of your time is spent
writing? What percent dictating? What process do you go through
when you dictate? What specific skills do you need to dictate effec-
tively? (Ki the complete list of questions, see appendix B.) Finally,
we collected sets of notes, tapes, drafts, and final communications
from userplus instructional materials, user forms, and other docu-
ments from systems managers and word processing personnel. We
then classified the communicatiOns produced .using dictation sys-
tems, analyzed the processes dictators went through (as docu-
mented by their interviews and the materials we had collected), and
prepared a descriptive chart which included all our findings on the
composing process of dictation. (For the chart detailing the process
of dictation, see appendix C.)

We will now illustrate the methods we used in conducting our de-
scriptive research of on-the-job writers who use dictation systems
by summarizing two representative case studies.

Case 1. On 26 June 198(1, we conducted a structured interview
with William Sonzogni, 1)ifector of Environmental Studies, in his
office at the United States Great Lakes Basin Commission (GLBC).
Sonzogni typically drafts journal articles, technical reports, memos,
and other communications on the dietatlindword processing system
at GLBC. Ile uses dictation because: 4.1 don't have to be lit my
desk; -I can get something clown quickly-; "I can dictate and revise
at convenient times, see my progress, and have others comment on
the draft-; and I can cut down my natural wordiness when I see a
chunk of text typed on draft sheets." As a result of our discussion
and Sonzogni's answers on the structured interview form, we tumid
that Sonzogni perceived his dictation process 'as follows:
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L Jot down some ideas;

2. Think about the ideas;

3. Consider questions or interests of my readers;

4. Revise and add details to my notes;

5. Develop an outline from the notes, rank orderi inclusions to
move from what is most important to least im ortant to my
readers;

6. Assemble all necessary materials;

7. Dictate, rarely stopping to correct, but stopping between para-
graphs to plan, sometimes adding afterthoughts to be inserted
in the correct position when revising the draft: "Dictating helps
my fluency";

8. Edit the first draft for conciseness, clarity, and sentence struc-
ture, to make my Writing short and to the point";

9. Ask others to respond to the corrected second draft, make ap-
propriate changes, and have the changes incorporated in the
final copy;

10. Proolreild and correct the final copy; send.

When asked if be could document this process by describing a
recent communication he had written, Sonzogni told us about a
Summary of Actions he had completed `o document a meeting of
the CLBC Standing Committee on Research and Development; the
Suimnary had been sent to 23 members of the Committee and to
other interested parties the previous week. Sonzogni described the
dictation in this way:

June 10
While attending the committee meeting, Ljottec_ down a few notes; since

I was.very familiar with the subject matter, words and phrases were suffi-
cient to trigger memory later.

June 11
In my office, I added a few details and scoped the thing out; I organized
notes according to die concerns and sensitivities of readers on the stan-
dard mailing list.
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June 12

In the grassy field next to the office parking lot, I dictated a rough draft
from my outline and finished the dictation in my office. I rarely stopped
to fix sentences but did stop between paragraphs to plan or add an after-
thought for the secretary to insert. I gave the tape to our group secretary to
transcribe, double-spaced on large draft sheets, on the word processor.

June 16
Over the weekend, I corrected the draft to cut out wordiness, then re-
turned the corrected draft to the secretary and asked for a single-spaced
second draft. She made the corrections at the word processor, checking
off each correction in red pen on the original as she typed an asking me
about unclear changes. She returned-the second draft, single-spaced on
standard pages, and I edited it.

June 17
I showed the revised draft to Lee Botts, Chairman of the Great Lakes
Basin Commission, who made several suggestions which led to one sub-
stantive change and four stylistic changes. Later that day, the secretary
entered the changes Lee Botts and I had made, gave me a final copy to
proofread, inserted the appropriate mailing label list, and sent out the
summary.

When we analyzed Sonzogni's notes, outline, tape,' drafts, and
final copy, we realized that he had a very clear perception of his
planning process.' He was, however, unaware that during the actual
dictation he averaged one tape stop every 5.5 words, not including
directions to the transcriptionist; that he stopped repeatedly to plan
phrases and words; and that whatever fluency he associated with
dictation seemed to arise from his ability to articulate stock phrases
rapidly. Similarly, Sonzogni's perception that he could "improve the
conciseness, clarity, and sentence structure" of his communications
as he revised and edited his drafts proved erroneous; the final copy
was longer, was not much clearer (except in factual information),
and was characterized by the same passive constructions, repeti-
tions, and awkward and ambiguous phrasings that had appeared in
the first draft. The only major stylistic or mechanical improvements
on the final copy-were made by the transcriptionist or by the out-
side reader. (For a segment of the edited first draft of the Summary,
see appendix D; for a segment of the final copy, see appendix E.)
Although several of the interviewees composed their drafts slightly
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difkrentl than Sonzogni did, the basic process was the same: they
planned and outlined carefully; paused repeatedly while dictating to
plan sentences, phrases. and words; and revised their drafts, often
with assistance from others, more for content than for style.

Case 2. On 6 June and 28 July 1980, we interviewed Prof. Ber-
nard A. Galler, Editor-in-Chief, The Annals of the History of Com-
puting. in his office at the Computing Center of the University of

ichigan. After discussing the dictation and word processing equip-
ment available at the Center and the uses 1w makes of the systems.
,we asked Caller Ito look over the structured interview form. ask any
questions he had, and fill out the form; we then discussed his an-
swers with him. From the discussion and the answers on the form,
it became clear that Galler dictates frequently, usually producing
first-time-final letters and emendations of stored texts or lists, and
that he"is unusually sensitive to the process he goes through, which
he described as follows:

1. Consider audience, purpose. structure, and what the transcrip-
tionist needs in directions and documentation;

Assemble relevant materials and files;

:3. Think through the subject carefUlly, making a kw notes;

4. Dictate at my desk recorder, making very clear distinctions
between the text of the letter and the directions for the
transcriptionist;

5. Replay the dictation tape to face up to what it's like to listen to-;

(i. Correct the tape by dictating over errors: 1 never leave a mis-
take on a tape-;

7. Review the transcribed letters for errors and attach correction
notes. though this is rarely necessary: -1 occasionally let a minor
awkward word or repetition go through. which differs from my
habit in writing-:

8. instruct the transcriptionist to correct as necessary and send the
letters.

Next, we asked Caller if he had at hand any recent samples of his
dictated communications; he showed us copies of a series of first-
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time-final letters and emended lists Ihr The Annals which he had
completed a few days earlier. When we asked him to describe how
he had produced these materials. he gave this narrative:

June 3
I came to the office in the evening. assembled the files pertaining to The
Annals; and dictated this tape. .vhich includes three letters and correc-
tions for the stored contacts list for The Annals. 1 planned each unit of
dictation from the files befbre me and made sure the tape of that unit had
no errors hetbre moving to the next unit.

June 4
The transcriptionist had put the finished letters. with envelopes,' and a
new printout of the corrected contacts list on my desk by 11:00 the next
morning. I proofread, clipped correction notes to certain pages, signed,
and returned all materials to the transcriptionist. She corrected and
mailed the letters.

When we analyzed the tape and letters Caller had given us, we
found that his dictation was characterized by repeated pauses (one
every 6.9 words, not including directions), by directions to the tran-
scriptionist. by corrections, and also by several changes made in the
letters by the transcriptionist, of which neither she nor Caller were
aware. (For a sample first-time-final letter, with all pauses marked,
see appendix F.) Although several of our interviewees were less de-
tailed than Caller in their descriptions of their composing pro-
cesses, they all billowed a similar pattern of composing.

Observations from the Caller case study, when combined with
observations from studies of Sonzogni and others, allowed us to de-
scribe how successful users of the new systems compose, as we will
explain in the billowing section.

Results: Composing on Dictation Systems

Our field study showed that approximately half of those who have
access to dictation systems use them consistently; those who do not
include a few old-timers who have always written in longhand and,
more typically, relatively new staff members who think they cannot
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compose effectively by dictatingdespite the fact that they have
had on-the-job technical training in using dictation equipment.

Of the 28 people interviewed, 19 were responsible for composing
internal and external written communications for their organiza-
tions: the rest were word processing managers or personnel. Of the
19 users, 10 consistently dictated their communications for tran-
scription on the electronic systems provided by their organizations;
three sometimes dictated and sometimes wrote their communica-
tions; and six always wrote in longhand. sometimes dictating their
written drafts and.sometimes giving the written versions to a.secre-
tar fir typing. (Those who dictated written drafts felt they had to
dictate, either because company policy encouraged using the sys-
tems or because they wanted to set an example for other staff mem-
bers:) Though there was little correlation between a dictator's age
and the use of dictation equipment, people in the highest positions
always dictated their communications, claiming that dictating saved
time and offered greater flexibility.2 Our interview information thus
confirmed the results of our exploratory research and provided per-
sonal explanations of why writers do and do not use the new systems.

Results which apply specifically to the first question we posed-
-How do successful users of the new dictation systems compose
their communications?"are based on our analysis of information
and materials collected from the 10 people who dictated consistently
and whose finished products suggest that they dictate effectively.
In general, our analysis showed what communications our inter-
viewees composed and how they composed them.

Users of the new systems dictate fonr kinds of materials: drafts,
first-time-final communications, forms, and records. No matter
which option they choose, 'dictators follow the same underlying
composing process: They plan in advance what they will say, they
translate their plans into speech, and they usually review what they
have said, either on tape or in print. This process would seem, in
its general outline, to mirror the composing process in writing,
especially in its repeated looping back and forthbetween making
a plan, translating it into spoken phrases, replaying the tape to re-
view those phrases, then moving ahead with a new phrase. How-
ever, our results show that while certain features of the composing
process of dictation resemble those of writing, other features differ
dramatically.
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Our research provides the In Bowing information about the dis-
tinctive features of the composing process in dictation.

1. Advance planning in dictation includes three subprocesses.:

anticipating a dual audience, which means distinguishing. be-
tween the needs of long -term (addressee) and short-term (tran-
scriptionist) audiences;

choosing a dictation optiondraft, first-time-final, form, or
recordwhich is appropriate to the specific communication
situation;

making mental notes, key-word outlines, or detailed outlines,
based on assembled reference materials, to trigger memory of
purpose, content, order, and detail during dictation.

2. Translating advance plans into spoken text includes three
subprocesses:

ad hoc planning, which is signaled by frequent tape pauses
one every four to eight wordsto decide on sentence devel-
opment, phrasing, and wording; to avoid speech-related habits
such as repetition and syntactic embedding; and to plan ap-
propriate signals for the transcriptionist;

remembering, which includes recalling audience, purpose,
content, and other items noted in key-word or expanded out-
lines, and also recalling syntactic and mechanical conventions
of writing while speaking;

speaking clearly and distinguishing vocally the text of the mes-
sage from directions for the transcriptionist.

3. Reviewing on tape and in drafts requires several revision and ed-
iting skills:

auditory review of tapes during translation, which depends on
short-term Memory and auditory scanning techniques and
which allows dictators to move ahead with an idea, a sentence,
or a phrase;

visual review of drafts, which is characterized by attention to
content and 'mechanics rather than style, and sometimes by
inattention to changes made by others;
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collaboration with others, including the transcriptiOnist and
colleagues, and with the equipment to produce high-quality
products.

I laving summarized the results of our research, we will now iden-
tify the critical features of composing on the new systems and dis-
cuss them within the context of pen-in-hand composing.

Discussion: Identifying Critical Features

As Ong suggests when assessing the historic effects of technologi-
cal change on consciousness, individuals adzipt their thinking and
behavior to the conditions imposed by the systems they use." This
was true when writing transformed speaking in the agora during
classical times and when printing transformed the ordering and for-
matting of commonplace books during the Renaissance; it remains
true today. Our results indicate that comparable transformations are
occurring throughout the United States and, indeed, wherever
technology is changing verbal communication.

Even though the current transformation is only beginning and
our results do not allow us to generalize too broadly about its long-
term effects on composing, we have identified seven critical fea-
tures which characterize the composing process of those who dictate
for word processing systems. These include:

addressing dual audiences;

using task-responsive advance planning strategies;

making ad hoc plans;

relying in special ways on long-term and short-term
memory;

incorporating oral delivery skills;

using auditory as well as visual review procedures;

collaborating with people and equipment throughout the
composing process.

We will now address our second research question by examining
these katures of the dictation process within the context of current
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research on pen-in-hand composing. Our goals are two: to demon-
strate that composing on the new systems includes cognitive pro-
cesss which resemble but are, in certain important ways, different
from those of writing, and also to explore the implications of our
findings for teaching and research in composition.

have selected as our general model of composing in writing
that of Linda Flower and John Hayes. (For an illustration of the
model, see :lppndix G.) %%Ink the Flower/Ilayes model is derived
from expository writing performed by college students and adult
professionals, it provides a useful template against which to match
our findings on transactional writing performed by those who dic-
tat communications on their jobs. The model presents composing
as a cognitive process with: (I) a specific task environment or mes-
sage context; (2) a personal memory context; (3) three recursive ac-
tivitiesplanning, translating, and reviewing; and (4) several spe-
cific subprocesses.' W( will use this model, as well as other research
in rhetoric and composition, to illuminate the critical features which
characterize the process of those who compose on dictation/word
processing systems.

Addressing Dual Audiences'
Our research has shown that from advance planning through

translating to reviewing, those who dictate-fOr word processing keep
in mind both the long-term audience who will read their connnuni-
cation's and the short -term audience who will transcribe diem. Con-
sider, for example, this word-fir-word transliteration of the begin-
ning of the Gallr tape which produced the first-time-final letter
discussed above and displayed in appendix F. (Messages for the
transcriptionist are in parentheses and italicized; words spelled out
by the dictator are hyphenated.)

(Annals letter.) Professor Fritz Bauer (B-a-u-e-r. Ile's on the editorial
board so you should bare an address for him on your Annals list.) Dear
Fritz. It was a great shock to me to learn about Klaus (K-I-a-u-s) Samelson
(S-a-m-e-l-s-o-n period). I remember very well the good times and the
arguments that we had over ALGOL 58 (that's all capitals A-L-G-0-1, 58
period). I know especially that you and he were very close colleagues
(comma), and I am sure be will 1w greatly missed (period paragraph).
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As this transliteration shows, writers who dictate for word pro-
cessing systems compose not only a complete, coherent message for
the reader but also a string of short messages which will enable the
transcriptionist to produce the communication. Dictation for word
processing differs from other typical methods of transcription, such
as transcription from stenography or from longhand, because key-
board operators receive their information aurally and know rela-
tively little about the text they are typing or about its originator.'
For instance, dictation to a stenographer or a personal secretary who
knows the files and stylistic preferences of "the boss" is essentially a
cooperative venture; the dictator can omit details and routine direc-
tions, fix:using attention on the long-term audience and answering
questions the secretary may ask during the dictation. On the other
hand, pen-in-hand preparation is essentially self-paced and linear in
terms of audience consideration; the writer composes for the long-
term audience, then goes back and notes directions, draws arrows,
and fixes handwriting, spelling, or punctuation for the short-term
audience. As the Caller tape illustrates, however, dictation for word
processing systems requires consistent attention to the needs of two
audiences. 0

Although rhetoricians since the time of Aristotle have addressed
themselves to audience analysis and adaptation, none has specifi-
cally discussed the audience switching which characterizes dictation
for word processing. Perhaps the most relevant studies have been
those associated with on-the-job writing, with register, and with dia-
logic and monologic discourse. In on-the-job writing, J. C. Mathes
and Dwight Stevenson have identified three potential audiences for
a specific communication: the primary audience, who makes deci-
sions based on the communication; the secondary audience, who
follows through on the basis of those decisions and with reference to
the communication; and the tertiary audience, who transmits the
message.' Although the transmitter is included largely to alert writ-
ers not to confuse tertiary with primary audiences, Mathes and
Stevenson have clearly identified complications which may occur
when writers do not distinguish between long-term and short-term
audiences.

Studies associated with register and with the dialogic nature of
spoken discourse and the monologic nature of written discourse also
provide insight into the problem of dual audiences, although they
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do not address it directly. "Po cite one familiar examine, Martin Joos
in Thu Five Clocks quotes a recorded phone conversation about
business matters in which he distinguishes the consultative style as
one in which "the speaker supplies background information [and]
. . . the addressee participates continuously.'" The consultative
style, which is clearly dialogic, is bounded on one side by the casual
style, in which the participants in the dialogue are not strangers and
may even be friends, offering a good deal of give-and-takes as they
converse, and, on the other side, by the formal style, in which "the
crucial difference is that participation drops out" and the speaker
depends heavily on advance planningof the entire discourse and
of the paragraphs and sentences which comprise it.9 Although the
formal style, as Joos presents it, seems to describe the constraints
under which dictators compose for both long-term and short-term
audiences, most dictations intended for a long-term audience lean
toward the consultative style (as though the dictators had antici-
pated the comments or questions a reader may have), while most
dictated messages intended for the short -term audience lean toward
the casual style. As John Schafer has pointed out, the dialogic aspect
of speech seems to carry over into writing;'" it is especially evident
in writing which is dictated to be read by the long-term audience
and in speech' which is dictated to be heard by the short-term audi-
ence. Dictation, thsm, produces two concurrent dialogic mono-
logues, both more or less consultative in style, but with one more
closely approximating formal disourse and the other casual.

Since the dictator seems to anticipate that he will be bombarded
with point-of-utterance decisions as he translates plans into lan-
guage, he gi% es careful attention to audience needs in advance. Al-
though much more research is needed on planning for and respond-
ing to dual audiences, our results suggest that students can best be
prepared to face this challenge through rigorous training in audi-
ence adaptation and, especially, through deliberate instruction in
.the nature of spoken versus written discourse.

Using Task-Responsive Planning Strategies
When a college freshman is given an essay exam to write in class,

he has several options: Among them are drafting, fixing, and copying
over; outlining (mentally or on paper) and writing; or wilting straight
through. When a busy credit manager has a short but important re-
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port to dictate lin lien boss. she. too. has several options: She can
dictate a draft and revise it: compose a first-time-final memo; adapt a
computer-stored fiirin she has used several times in the past: or rec-
ord pertinent filets and figures and organize them later. Both the
freshman and the manager are likely to consider how much time
they have, what they know about the audience and the topic, and
how important the assignment isfor a grade or a raiseand
quickly decide how to proceed.

The difference is that the freshman can always shift gears. If the
draft is not working. he can switch to an outline: if time grows short.
he can hurry through the final copy. In dictation. however, an initial
choice triggers a process which has its own procedures and con-
straints. Dictated drafts. first-time-final communications, firms, or
records each call for somewhat (litre' ent planning strategies, as we
will now demonstrate.

Dictating drafts of complex communications usually requires de-
liberate planning. Indeed, engineers. managers, and professional
writers who dictate long or complicated material seem to go through
a planning process similar to the one described by Gardner: -Before
I start to dictate, I prepare fin- writing just as I did before. I do the
required reading. digest the material. and think about it; I then jot
down an outline of a page or so. listing in order the major points I
want to make. Then, instead of composing a legible draft on the
typewriter. I begin talking into the machine as if' I were lecturing to
a small group of students..." Although our interviewees did not spe-
cifically identify invention heuristics. it was evident from their com-
ments. planning notes, and outlines that they went through a pro-
cess similar to Gardner's: They jotted down ideas that pertained to
topic and audience, added filets and references they did not want to
fiirget. gathered and looked through related materials, fiddled with
a tentative order, and made their outlines before pushing the -rec-
ord- button. Like Gardner, they dictated drafts instead of writing
them for two reasons: because it is faster and because it allows a
closer synchrony between thoughts and words.' They relied on
drafts and redrafts to reconsider, reorder, and improve their work,
usually with the help of others.

On the other hand, those who dictated drafts el less complex
communications did it largely for personal convenience and did not
use elaborate planning strategies. For example, George fleighway,
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Director of Ile:kith Care Facilities at the Indiana .State Board of
lealth, said that he composes all of his correspondence by drafting

"because its fast and very efficient." For a letter like the Caller
example described above, Ileighway would do a quick draft, "draw-
ing on what's in my files and what's in my head" and dictating
"straight through.- Ile would never review a tape. as Caller would.
Instead, when the double-va,:ed blue paper draft came up from the
word processing center, usually in aboUt two hours, he would rely
on his group secretary to "clean up my grammar and punctuation,:
so can review for content only." Heighway uses the drafting option
because it is compatible with his delegative method of management
and his hectic schedule; it also seems to reflect his cognitive and cer-
tainly his personal style.

Dictatingfirst-time-final communications calls for careful, though
not always conscious, planning. Although dictators formulate men-
tal plans or key-word outlines, they do not report using invention
heuristics. In responding to a specific communication or assign-
ment,_ they retrieve from long-term memory and from their files
information triggered by the content and sender of the communi-
cation and, in some. situation;, by its tone. In creating original com-
munications, such as Caller's letter, they use inventiou strategies
linked to the context, purpose, and audience of the new communi-
cation. The writer of a first-time-final communication senses a need.
for writing within a given organizational context; explores his mem-
ory for information; collects relevant documentation; and decides
on a style and tone likely to achieve the purpose of the communica-
tion vis-a-vis. the intended readerall of this rapidly and in an ap-
parently unconscious way.

An interesting subclass of first-time-final communications which
does suggest a conscious heuristic is patterned letters, such as re-
sponses to insurance claims or sales orders. Here, the dictator fol-
lows what is comparable to a simple story grammar and fills the slots
with details relevant to the specific communication, details which,
in fact, sometimes come from previously transcribed records. For
examples Pamela Graves, Claims Service Specialist at State Farm
Insurance, dictates standard patterned letters on claims adjust-
ments using; among other sources, transcripts of recorded phone in-
terviews with claimants and other parties.'' In patterned letters,
the general plan is stored in the dictator's memory; changes in the
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plan' or details of the new content are written as planning notes. The
ineriory-stored pattern thus acts as an effective heuristic for gather-
ing and organizing new materialin a much less creative way than
Kenneth Burke's pentad or the journalist's five "W's," btit in a way
that is.entirely appropriate to routine communications.

Adapting farm communications'carries the patterning heuristic a
step further. Writers select an appropriate form, usually from a
ingebook of letters, memos, and reports representing materials
stored in the computer or on tapes or disks: next, they make notes of
the original material to be inserted in the form.; and finally, they dic-
tate changes or insertions in line-by-line order, also attending to the
stylistic and tonal constraints of the stored form. Sometimes this is a
simple procedure. For example, when a personnel director writes to
several interviewees to arrange plant trips, he simply follows the
form letter and slots in dates, times, locations, and other informa-
tion from planning notes, as he would in writing. But when an exec-
utive is preparing a periodic report or a lawyer 1; adapting a stan-
dard will fOrm, the original material is sometimes so complex that
she resorts to detailed outlines and may even attach complex origi-
nal figures or addenda to the dictated tape. Whether the form adap-
tations are simple or complex, however, planning is essential be-
cause the dictation must match the stored formin order, style,
tense, and numberand, at the same time, incorporate necessary
new information.

Dictating records is a common practice among doctors, credit
managers, sales representatives, and others who consistently meet
with many people every day. Those who dictate records generally
follow a fo.rmulaic pattern to make sure they include all important
information. For example, attorneys report using dictation equip-
ment for records when working on wills, trusts, and other "future
interest items." When an attorney meets with his client, he may ask
a series of questions about the client's parents, brothers, sisters,
children, personal life, and property. The next day, both client and
lawyer may meet to go over the transcript of the previozsly re-
corded material and develop a new record, organized according to
"The Problem," "The Facts," and "Procedures to Follow." From
these records, the lawyer will draw up the appropriate document."

This summary of the advance planning strategies writers use
when they compose on dictation/word processing systems-suggests
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two critical points about dictated colnposing. First, making the ini-
tial choice of which dictation option to use is uniquely important; in
most cases, this choice determines planniii'g strategies which affect
the entire 'Composing process. Although choosing the appropriate
composing option in written composition is also important, rela-
tively little research has been conducted on this subject. Lee Odell
has noted that "different writing tasks make quite different demands
on writers" in school and career contexts; C. H. Knoblauch, Thomas
Pearsall, and others liavshown that experienced pen-in-hand writ-
ers adapt their communications to purpose, audience, and other
context-specific cues; and Janet Emig has shown that the general
mode of production affects all stages of composing.'' These observa-
tions clearly place the consideration of composing options in the
task environment of the Flower and Hayes Model. However, if stu-
dents are to grasp this important feature of the task environment,
they will have to learn enough about the new communication sys-
tems to understand the available composing options and the conse-
quences of choosing one option over another.

Second, our research has shown that dictators plan the outlines
and details of their communications in,advance, using whatever pro-
cedure is appropriate to the task and to the cognitive style of the
composer. The very process of dictation presses the dictator to pre-
pare and plan as completely as possible before actually beginning to
speak. Such planning may include using creative invention strate-
gies, as in dictating drafts or some first-time-final communications.
Or it may rely on formualic heuristics, as in patterned letters,
forms, and records, 'which are either-internAzed-M-the-writer2s--
memory.or externalized on forms. (Althou0-, Gould has referred to
a "spew" strategy in using dictation for draftinga strategy not un-
like Peter Elbow's free writingwe found little evidence of this
technique in our research.)'' Indeed, whether they relied on mental
plans, key-word outlines, or more elaborate prefigurations, dicta-
tors planned most aspects of their communications in advance and
usually did it quickly and effectively.

PiTrhaps the most compelling feature of our research on dictation
is the prominent position of advance planning. In contrast, research
in written composition has (pot always conkmed the importance
of planning. Charles Stallard, for example, found that neither good
nor randomly selected high school writers "showed any propensity
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for formal or infOrmal planning of paragraphs or of the essay as a
whole.''" Furthermore, observations by Emig and Sondra Perl
suggest that writing is more a process of ongoing discovery, re-
consideration, and revision than of planning and translating into
language.'"

Recent evidence presented by Bonnie Meyer, however, supports
the importance of planning for both writer and reader. Meyer iden-
tifies three hmetions of plans: a topical function, which helps a
writer select and organize ideas; a highlighting function, which
helps a writer indicate the relative importance of ideas; and an in-
forming function, which helps the writer decide how to introduce
new information in the context of previous knowledge.2" Dictators
use all three ffinctions as they organize their ideas, format their
messages, and clarify the'context and purpose of their dictations in
advance.2'

Our results suggest that research on composing might well bene-
fit from more deliberate attention to advance planning. not only as it
pertains twinvention but also as it pertains to deciding whether. to
invent or to follow an internalized pattern of presentation or to
adapt a form communication. Our teaching should provide students
with a wide range of advance planning strategies to use in different
writing environments.

Making Ad floe Plans
The dictators we studied also planned consistently during dicta-

tion, pausing to consider sentences, phrases, and words. Although
.--we-were not present Nkfirn the-dietations occurred, relying instead

on the tapes, drafts, and retrospective accounts of our interviewees,
and although it is impossible to be sure whether the audible clicks
on the tapes signal planning stops, reviews, or revisions, we can say
that the pauses and clicks we heard geneially precedFa'fluently dic-
tated phrases; we assume that the pauseS were used to plan those
phrases. In this connection, Gould's laboratory research, which in-
cluded close observation of subjects during dictation, led to the con-
clusion that ad hoc planning, as inferred primarily from pauses, ac-
counted for up to two-thirds of composing time.22 Available research,
then, suggests that both advance planning and ad hoe planning ac-
count for much if not most of composing time in dictation.
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Research On composing pen-in-hand writing does not consistently
confirm this observation. Stallard did find that good high school
writers stop more frequently than randomly selected writers, an ob-
servation also made by Pert in her work with college writers and En-
glish teachers.'' While Stallard and Pen associate the pausing they
observed with rereading what has been written and, especially in
Perk research. with revision,. our investigation suggests that while
pausing in dictation may be used to review what has been said, its
main purpose is to plan the sentence or phrase, in a form appropri-
ate to standard written English. which will carry out the writer's ad-
vance plan. This interpretation is confirmed by Ann Matsuhashi's
analysis of pausing and planning in writing, which shows that paus-
ing is closely associated With planning at the sentence level!' While
a pause in dictation may, in some cases, trigger a new observation,
on-the-job writers do not typically reconsider their ideasor discover
new ones as they generate a text; according to their testimony and
our observations. they plan their content in advance and their
phrases as they move along.

Nor is this assessment incompatible with the Flower/Hayes model
of writing. If we assume that planning activities occur not only at
the beginning of the writing process but also during translating, as
the model indicates, then the advance planning and ad hoc planning
we observed support "Flower and Hayes' results. Furthermore, if
we take translating to mean specifically what Flower and Hayes say
it is. to transform [the writing plan] inte acceptable written English
. . . ."2.' then our observations on the phrasal nature of translating
plans into proseTs confirmed. The ad hoc planning question

and dictating is: "f low do I want to put this? 2"
Our secondary research shows that pauses during composing

have been interpreted in many waysas opportunities tti plan the
next phrase, to think through a complicated sentence, to reconsider
ideas, or to revise and edit the text that is being composed. Since
the pausing which characterizes ad hoc planning is a critical feature
of written and oral composing, the nature of such pauses warrants
further research. When teaching oral composing, it is especially im-
portant to emphasize that pausing to turn advance plans into words
is typical of the dictation process. as we will explain below in our
discussion of memory.
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Relying in Special Ways on Long-term and Short-term Memory
Long-term memory provides the writer with stored informatiim

about audience, topic, and optional forms of presentation, such as
poems or stories or reports; with patterns or conventions of format,
organization, syntax, style, spelling, and mechanics; and with some
recollection of sentences or longer units that have already become
part of the text being composed. Short-term memory allows the
writer to retain what has just been thought, written, or said, a criti-
cal activity in discourse which lacks both a complete visual artifact
and an interlocutor.

Our research shows that the complexity of composing for dicta-
tion encourages two distinct uses of long-term memory. On the one
hand, dictators plumb their long-term memory before dictating for
infbrmation on the topic, audience, and appropriate forms of writ-
ten presentation (memo vs. letter; original vs. patterned vs. form);
they carefUlly think through their entire communication; and they
often jot down key words or outlines to trigger their memory as they
dictate.

On the other hand, dictators also rely on long-term memory dur-
ing dictation. Since they plan rapidly but thoroughly, they can elab-
orate in prose: the plans they have jotted down, selecting sentence
patterns, stylistic features, and mechanical conventions which, on
the basis of their previous experience with reading and writing,
seem appropriate to written discourse:27 While, as we noted above,
the style of dictated monologues may range from casual to formal,
the dictator's frame of reference in the message intended for the
long-term audience is the printed word. (In this connection, dif-
ferences between the spoken code and the written code may explain
not only the consistent pausing we noted but also the discrepancy
between the impression dictators like Sonzogni havethat dicta-
tionknproves fluencyand the fact that dictation is characterized
not by rapid but by halting delivery.)

During dictation, long-teem memory also appears'to act as a re-
tention bin for sentences that have just been formed. This function
of long-term memory allows dictators to recall approximately what
they have said or to give them a clear sense of how far back to go and
what to listen for in an auditory tape review. Holding just-composed
sentences in long-term memory also seems to allow dictators to
avoid what Jerome Bruner called the "cognitiVe strain" of con-
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sciously attending to too many details, or what Carroll Arnold re-
ferred to as."the stress of the moment,"' in this Case the moment of
planning and uttering the next phrase,

Finally, long-terip memory may occasionally produce information
overlooked in the advance planning memory search. When this oc-
curs, dictators either rethink their plans and revise the tapes, or,
more typically, jOt clown the new information and add it at the be-
ginning or end/ of the tape, or in a hand-written note, so that the
transcriptionii can insert it, appropriately.

Dictators rely on short-term memory to recall just enough of the
sentence thely are composing to move ahead with the next phrase or
sentence. Although dictators have several options for listening to
what they/have said before moving ahead, they seem less inclined at
the moment of utterance to review a tape than to pause, recall the.
preceding phrase or two, plan, and produce a new phrase.

Rese'arch in composition has produced relatively little informa-
/ tion on the uses of memory in composing.2 This curious neglect

/ may/have several explanations. As Ong shows, the availability of
printed material reduced the need to rely on memory for informa-
tion and its transmission;' this transfer of focus may explain, to
some extent, why memory receives less attention now than it did
bCfore writing and printing. David Olson carries this point a step
,further by suggesting that when authority is lodged in a printed text

//and meaning resides in the text, referring rather than remembering
I, becomes the focus of schooling.3' Corbett, in discussing the classical

pentad, which included memory, offers another explanation: "after
rhetoric came to be concerned mainly with written discourse, there
was no further need to deal with memorizing."32 But there is an im-
portant difference between memorizing as it was associated with de-
livery in classical rhetoric and memory as a system of storage and
retrieval.

Research in psychology, and especially in schema theory, has
addressed the systematic retrieval from long-term memory of infor-
mation which pertains to a task at hand, and specifically to the re-
constructive processes of memory in discourse.' Within this frame-
work, the Flower/Hayes model incorporates the writer's long-term
memory as a feature essential to planning in writing. Although
Flower and Hayes say relatively little about the process in their dis-
cussion of the model, they do observe that writers draw on knowl-
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edge about topic, audience, and patterns appropriate to a given
perkrmance when they plan, and that they draw on inkrmation
about written sentence patterns when they translate their plans into
prose.'" Furthermore, in discussing the dynamics of composing,
Flower and flayes rekr to conscious or unconscious choices writers
make during the process of composing to avoid taxing the short-
term memory, such as relying on original and stereotypic plans.'"
Not only do °or results confirm the uses of memory distinguished
by 'Flower and flayes. but they also lead us to make two observa-
tions: that the pressure to deliver not one but two concurrent mono-
logues fbrees the dictator to reduce the Complexity of oral compos-
ing by transferring. insofitr as Possible, memory searches and all
planning except sentence fbrmulation to the beginning of the com-
posing process; and that the pressure to compose aloud makes the
dictator unusually dependent on long-term memory.

Our results suggest that students should be taught to pay con-
scious attention to memory as they learn and as they writenot as
though it were a muscle to be'exereised, but a strategy to be used in
composing. Our results also suggest the need fin- more specific in-
formation on how experienced writers use memory during compos-
ing and how strategies for drawing on long-term and short-term
memory affect recursiveness.

Incorporating Oral Delivery Skills
Oral delivery is a complex and extremely important feature of

dictated writing. With its -uhms," breaths, throat clears, pauses,
clicks, and two threads of discourse, a dictation tape represents a
self-consciousness about oral delivery which distinguishes it from
both conversation and public speaking, though it includes features
of each. Like conversation, dictated speech seems to respond to
questions, imagined or anticipated, and to proceed despite or around
interruptions; like public speaking, it is planned, sometimes articu-
late, ;di generally not characterized by the informality of everyday
speech. Unusual though they certainly are, dictated tapes represent
many features we associate with literate oral delivery.

The grammatical facility of our interviewees is probably the result
of former schooling; most had had at least four years of college. De-
livery skills, on the other hand, seem to have resulted from in-house
training. The directions that writers receive from ,manufacturers of
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dictation /word processing systems or from in-house trainers gener-
ally contain advice on how to enunciate clearly, at a moderate speed,
and with regaM tiff the listener.' Experienced dictators do these
things, and dictators who get especially good copy back from word
processing centers do them very well.

But most on-the-job writers did not learn to speak effectively in
their English classes. Although instruction in English has tradi-
tionally been intended to develop reading, writing, listening, and
speaking abilities," the fourth member of this quartet generally
drops out by tenth grade, when many high schools introduce elec-
tive speech or public speaking courses; there is little planned oral
presentation in high school or college English classes, except by the
teacher.

However, our profession has, especially in the last two decades,
begun to investigate oral discourse, largely because of imporlant
psychologica! and neurological research about relationships be-
tween the cognitive procegses of thinking, speaking, and writing;
because of studies on improving writing through speaking; and be-
cause of investigations on the needs of college graduates to speak
effectively on their jobs. Momentum for these studies has come
from primary research by Lev Vygotsky, Aleksandr Luria, and James
Gibson on the nature of language acquisition and performance."'
Similarly, inquiries in English education, such as those of James
Nloffett and Robert Zoellner, have addressed language develop-
ment, oral discourse, and pedagogy."" A third line of inquirybased
largely on the needs of on-the-job writers to summarize reports
briefly and effectively, to conduct meetings expeditiously, and to
use dictation and teleconferencing systems efficientlyis iefleeted
in work by Marie Flatlet' and Gretchgn Vik and suggests the need
for continuing research on oral delivery.'"

At the moment, however, our profession seems to be divided on
the usefulness of developing writing and speaking as complemen-
tary verbal abilities. On the one hand Emig, Nancy Sommers,. and
others counterpose writing and speaking, showing that writing is a
unique process, eminently suited to learning, and proposing that
much of what is ill-conceived in the teaching of writing issues .from
its oratorical heritage." On the other hand, most of the authors rep-
resented in Exploring Speaking-Writing Relationships: Connections
and Contrasts view the two language production skills not only as
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complementary but as intimately related in the development of
tliinking. learning, and the mastery of verbal performance. Our
own results not only confirm the latter view but also show that with-
out refined oral delivery skills, students who write effectively in col-
lege classes may not communicate effectively in their careers. As
Barry Kroll indicates, practice in both modes is likely to improve
overall verbal performance.4'

In terms of teaching and research, our findings suggest that pro-
viding opportunities to improve oral skills in the composition class-
room will prepare students for using the new communication sys-
tems effectively and may improve their writing. However, since
most of the research on relationships between speaking and writing
has been theoretical or descriptive, rigorous experimental studies
are needed to test the assumption that practice in speaking im-
proves writing.

Using Auditor). as Well as Visual Review Procedures
Because reviewing, revising, and editing on the new dictation

systems can be auditory and/or visual, dictators adapt their proce-
dures to the dictation options they have chosen. Those who dictate
drafts use auditory review mainly to plan what they will say next;
like pen-in-hand writers, they use draft sheets to rethink, restruc-
ture, and refine what they have said. And like pen-in-hand writers,
they adapt their visual review strategies to the purpose of the com-
munication.- For noncomplex communications, they consistently at-
tend to factual content rather than style, even though, like Sonzogni,
they think of revising as polishing. Those who draft more complex
materials, such as technical reports, also focUs on content, but they
consciously attend to organization, focus, cohesion, formatting, and
phrasing, switching paragraphs, and adding transitions to improve
content and style. Those who dictate drafts of what we would call
professional writingarticles, chapters, booksuse printouts as
first drafts, attending to content, organization, and style, and doing
-everything writers do to discover and develop what they have
to say. ""

Those who dictate first-tit:4d communications, on the other
hand, rely heavily on auditory review, not only to "glance back"
over what they have said before they move ahead but to revise and
edit their communications on tape; they
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correct finished copy. (Occasionally, they reconsider and revise first-
time-final messages once they see them in print, but more typically
they let less-than-polished prose slip through to save time.) Writers
who use dictation systems for adapting stored form communications
combine or use either auditory or visual review: For simple form
messages, they rely on auditory review and ask the transcriptionist
or word processing proofreader to check the copy:, for complex form
reports, they use auditory and visual review. Those who produce
records typically do not review, revise, or edit_ except, perhaps,
when they call up the record for later use.

Options for using different review procedures for different occa-
sions are enhanced by the special fear_uies dictation systems offer.
Audible fast-forward scans, available on equipment with speed con-
trol features, allow writers to review an entire text rapidly, as they
would glance through the pages they have written to get an over-
view, to reconsider their direction, to revise large chunks of text, or
to edit:" Replay and tape-over features allow dictators with porta-
ble, desk, or phone recorders to review, revise, and edit tapes
quickly. Video screens allow them to see the transcript before it is
actually printed and make changes. (Although this is not a typical
procedure, it occurs when dictators have access to communications
as they are being keyboarded and before they are printed; video
screen review occurs mainly when tapes are transcribed in word
processing centers which serve a group or unit rather than an entire
organization.)45 And finally, the revision capabilities of word pro-
cessors allow for a fast sequence of corrections or redrafts, enabling
writers to see immediately how the changes they have made look in
print. Our own experience with drafting, revising, and shortening
book reviews and book chapters to meet space requirements sug-
gests that there is no more efficient way to polish a text than with
word processing.

In general, then, the capabilities of dictation/word processing
systems allow writers unaccustomed flexibility in deciding how they
will revise and edit their writing. The strategies they use depen .1 on
the dictation options they choose, the purposes of theircommtnica-
tions, and the importance and pressures associated with the kinds of
writing they do.

Recent research on revision in on-the-job writing confirms our
findings. Gould:in his laboratory studies of on-the-job writers who
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dictated and wrote one-page, first-time-final letters, found that
whether dictating or writing, the subjects -made few changes, ei-
ther while composing Or in subsequent proof-editing,- and that the
changes they did make while composing were -local- rather than
-global," that is, contiguous or close to the portion of spoken or
written text they were producing."' Similarly, Barrie Van Dyke, in
her interview-survey of 80 bank executives, found that they chose
to dictate simple letters to clients or memoranda to bank personnel
and reviewed these only for typographical or mechanical errors.'
Van Dyke also found that the executives drafted more complex com-
munications, both external and internal, and that the more impor-
tant or involved the assignment, the more carefully and deliberately
they revised. For example, special reports which resulted in major
decisionS fiir the bank were revised in multiple drafts for organiza-
tion, fOcus, impact, and sometimes length and overall presentation.
The salient point in these investigations and in our own is this: The,
dictation option a writer chooses, plus the purpose and the impor-
tance of the specific communication, determines revision strategies.

In terms of current research in rhetoric and composition, we
would therefOre agree with Donald Murray: "The evidence we have
[on revision] is restricted to a very few forms of writing."' The evi-
dence Murray presents, which points to revision as a process of dis-
covery, is based on a wealth of documentation. from poets, novelists,
dramatists, and essayists. The evidence Sommers presents, which
shows that revision occurs "continually throughout the writing of a
work,- is based on studies of experienced journalists, editors, and
academicians.'" The evidence Merl presents, which portrays com-
posing as a backward-moving action ()fa retrospective structuring, is
based on studies of' college students and English teachers.' As
Odell has noted, understanding how those who compose business
letters and technical reports review their work is likely to comple-
ment the present understanding of revision.''

If we view our research and that of Gould and Van Dyke within
the Flower/I layes model. we find justification for the position that
reviewing strategies are context- and task-dependent. Flower and
laves distinguish clearly between editing, which interrupts a plan

.14 translating ideas into prose in order to fix what has just been pro-
duced. and revising, which occurs after translating, when writers
can -devote a period of time to systematic examination and
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provement of the text."' Our own research suggests that while both
activities occur in dictated texts, they do not necessarily occur
in the same texts. Writers who dictate drafts use auditory review
mainly to plan the next stretch of discourse and occasionally to cor-
rect; more often they revise and edit their drafts on paper, the
amount of attention they pay to revision depending On the purpose
and importance of the textto the writer and/or to the organiza-
tion. By contrast, first-time-final writers listen, edit, and if they are,
like Caller, unusually conscientious, revise on tape; but as Gould
and Van Dyke have noted, they are more inclined to correction than
revision.'

Our results suggest, first, that teachers would be wise to alert stu-.
debits to the filll range of reviewing, revising, and editing strategies
they can use for different occasions, rather than to emphasize only
those which seem most appropriate to professional writers. Our re-
sults also suggest the possibility of using dictation equipment in the
classroom to help students learn a full range of reviewing, revising,
and editing strategies, a procedure likely to be especially effective
with students whose composing style is characterized by an impa-
tience to get their assignments done, students who might not typi-
cally review or revise their work but might be attracted to con-
centrate on their texts through auditory review. Finally, our results
suggest that researchers should pay much closer attention to the
reviewing strategies used by busy writers who compose wherever
and whenever they can. Although, as our own project has shown,
isolating reviewing strategies is no easy task, it is likely to bring
useful rewardsfor our teaching, our theory, and our research
methodology.

Collaborating with People and Equipment Throughout the
Composing Process

As all of our interviews and examinations of tapes and transcripts
have shown, the transcriptionist is an essential link in the system of
message production."' Not only does she (we encountered no "he ")
affect the production of the message by being its short-term audi-
ence, but she may actually change the message. In drafting, the
transcriptionist often writes marginal questions about a dictation
mid, if she works for a group, adds factual file information such as
dates, places, and names', hirthermore, other staff members are
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often involved in improving or actually collaborating on a text. In
preparing first-time-final messages, the transcriptionist makes sub-
tle, sometimes unnoticed changes. Gal ler, for example, the inter-
viewee most conscious of his entire composing process, did not .no-
tice that the transcriptionist had made three small, positive changes
in the short first-time-final letter he dictated. Although collabora-
tion has never been an unusual practice in 'large organizations, it
seems far more prevalent now because of the ease 'and speed of dic-
tated drafting, word processing revision, and, rapid printing and
copying.

This brings us to the extraordinary interdependence of people
and machines in the new communication systems. Ong has, in his
detailed description of the talked book, illustrated the "superim-
positions of electronic orality, writing, and print on or through one
another...." We have observed similar interdependences in follow-
ing, for example, the Sonzogni manuscript from notes to outline
to speech to keyboarding to printing to pen-in-hand revising to key-
boarding to copying to outside revising to editing to keyboarding to
correcting to copying to list processing to mailing. And there are
even more possibilitiesif we include computerized storage and
retrieval systems, text-editing and graphic design programs, and in-
teractive videotext systems.' No matter how new or complex the
technology, writers consistently interact with it as they compose.

Writers who dictate are as aware of the media and the muscles
they use as other writers are of paper, pen, hand, and eye. Dictators
devise new strategies to focus on notes with their eyes, even as they
translate plans into words with their lips, press buttons with their
fingers, and review taped phrases with their ears. They anticipate
how a message will sound through the transcriptionist's earphones,
how it will look on a screen, in a printout, in a memo. Those who
dictate their writing are, in fact, intimately involved in a physical
and mental collaboration with the equipment they use. "Not only,"
as Ong notes, "is there talking, writing, and printing going on but
each one of these is being carried on with a conscious reference to
the other.'" The more readily writers adjust their experience with
composing to this intense interaction with the media they are using,
the freer they become to use the systems creativelyjust as chil-
dren who have learned how to write become freer to concentrate on
what to write, and faculty members who have learned-how to use
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word processing keyboards become freer to invent, type in, revise,
and hone their ideas.

Collaboration With people and equipment is clearly part of the
task environment, which, according to Flower and Hayes, "includes
everything outside the writer's skin that influences the performance
of the task."' When George fleighway ,.)f the Iiaiiana State Board of
Health, for example, dictates the draft ()f a letter and does not .re-
view it before. having it transcribed, he is relying on certain features
of the task environment: that the draft will be transcribed and
printed at the word processing center; that his secretary will "fix"
the grammar, spelling, and details; that he'll be able to scan and re-
vise for content; that the transcriptionist will enter all corrections
on the word processor, print the complete. text on letterhead, and
return the finished letter for signing. Drafting, which is the com-
posing option Heighway generally chooses, implies a specific task
environment, an interaction with people and equipment that occurs
only because flc:ghway is dictating a draft for word processing.

To some extent, research and teaching in composition have intro-
duced students to collaboration at different stages of the composing
process. Sevei al studies have shown the effectiveness of collabora-
tion in planning,39 even while acknowledging that, as John Dixon
has noted, T o write . . is to move from social and shared stork to
an opportunity for private and individual work."6° Furthermore, sev-
eral collaborative planning strategies overlap into the translation-
into-writing stage, especially in work with inexperienced writers:m
But it is in the reviewing stage that teachers have paid most atten-
tion to collaborative efforts, especially in peer evaluation.62 How to
pull these relatively discrete applications of collaboration in writing
together and integrate them with the notion of interactive media is
an open question. But we believe that, in their classes and in their
research, teachers will have to make new connections between the
individual process of composing on paper and the collaborative pro-
cess of composing on the new communication systems.

Conclusions: Implications for Teaching and Research

We posed a third question at the'outset of this study: "What are
the implications of our findings for teaching and research in corn-
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position?" Examination of our research within the framework of the
Flower/I !ayes model and other literature in rhetoric and composi-
tion. suggests several important differences between composing in
writing and composing on dictation/word processing systems. Most
important are differences prompted by the task environment. At-
tending to a dual audience, choosing the appropriate dictation strat-
egy, manipulating the equipment, speaking writing, and having no
visual artifact to review: These constraints dramatically change the
context of planning, translating, and reviewing, The task environ-
ment seems, on the surface at least, to. press' the writer toward a
more linear, less recursive composing process. Those who dictate
seem to plan what they will say and sketch an outline of how they
will say it in advance, and to rely on ad hoc plans to solve speaking/
writing problems as they.move along. How priorities are assigned to
the subprocesses of composing in dictatfim is unclear, largely be-
causethe stop:P, starts, and tape clicks give no consistent indication
of'why they occur when they occur. But it is clear that the process of
composing on the new sySqems warrants further attention by our
profrssion.

in determine the specific implications of our investigation for
teaching and research in comppsition, we have developed two sets
of( piestions. one of which addresses teaching and the other research.

Questions about Teaching
Although teachers cannot anticipate all of the rapidly changing

features on the technological landscape, they can provide:a map
which will help students understand the lay of the land and prepare
for some of the swamps and precipices they will encounter. Teach-
ers can best serve students by placing writing within the broad
framewerk of expressive, transactional, and poetic discourse de=
scribed by Britton et al., in which -transactional' includes "those
uses of language 'Where the writer, operating in a participant role,
seeks . . . outcomes in the actual world."'" Considerations of cur-
rent postcollcge transactional writing lead us to ask:

What is this "actual world..? What task environments does it
offer writers? I Iow .;...an teachers introduce students to these
environments?

I low can teachers introduce audience adaptation strategies
which Incus attention not only on content but also on sty-
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listie considerations such as critical differences between
speaking and writing and similarities between dialogic and
monologie discourse?

How can teachers provide opportunities for students to plan
communications in a variety of ways, using heuristic striae-

-gies which encourage invention and also using more pat-
terned or formulaic responses to assignments?

. I-low can teachers develop in students a sensitivity to and
meniery of the visual, syntactic, and mechanical conven-
tions of written prose which they can draw on as they speak
written texts?

Mow can teachers help students develop oral skills .which
are likely to improve both speaking and writing?

I Iow*can teachers introduce a wide range of auditory and
visual, reviewing strategies?

Bow can teachers include collaborationwith people and
with equipmentin their composition classes?

Althotigh such questions muy seem difficult, answering them is
likely to depend largely on ingenuityin bending the strategies
now used Iv. d the subject matter now taught in slightly different di-
.rections. In the next chapter, we will show how these questions can
be addressed in freshman and advanced composition classes.

Questions for Research
Lee Odell and Dixie Goswami have shown that examining the

writing adults do as a regular part of their daily work provides'
insight into the choices they make and the processes they use."
Although our research has helped to define the cbnCeptual pro-
cesses involved in on-the-job writing, it has also raised many ques-
tions that require further explorationnot only about the effects of
dictation/Word processing systems on ..vriting, but also about the
adequacy of our current research models in light of widespread
technological change. Research questions prompted by our study
include:

I low is the choice of a dictation optionan important fea-
ture of the task environment of composing on the new sys-
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teinsrelated to the purpose of a document and the cogni-
tive style of the composer?

Does response to the needs of multiple audiences in pro-
tocrol analysis offer insight into the nature of audience adap-
tation in composing? If so, how can researchers use the
large body of protocol analysis transcripts to hitter under-
stand audience adaptation, especially as it pertains to regis-
ter, spoken vs. written syntax, and monologic/dialogic pat-
terns of discourse?

In what ways are current invention ',euristics, such as tag -
inemics, appropriate to the tasks of on-the-job writers, es-
pecially those who use electronic systems'? In what situa-
tions is the discovery of ideas and data so routine as to
require little or no invention?

What resources from cognitive p.;ychology can provide
clearer insights into the v-riety of planning strategies re-
quired for different kinds of transactional writing and dif-
ferent discourse situations?

:low do writers draw on long-term and short-term memory
in composing? How do the strategies they use differ ac-
cording to the communications they are composing and the
media the"" are using?

How can improving oral delivery skills enhance .vriting?

What pressures and constraints affect revision and editing in
composing on the new media?

How does recursiveness in pen-in-hand composing differ
from recursiveness in composing with electronic media?

How can the new technology be used most effectively to
help students plan, translate, and review their written work?

In what ways can classical rhetoric, with its attention to
the arts of invention, arrangement, style, memory, and de-
livery, be integrated with the cognitive process model of
composing ? "'

How can we develop heuristics which satisfy what Janice
Lauer calls a "metatheory of heuristic procedures' by being
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transcendent, flexible, and generative enough to incorpo-
rate the changing features of composing on new communi-
cation systems?'

Big questions; these, but ones worthy of continued attention, as
we will show in our last chapter when we return to them within the
context of global technological change.

Responding to Change

Iii the most general sense, the considerations that have emerged
in our research are old and new, old in their general outlines and
new in their specific features. They are echoed in ancient fears that
writing would not enhance but rather would reduce man's ability to
think, and in later forebodings that literacy would alter the conduct

of governmer,:, business, and religionas indeed it has." But more
recent, su 2cific concerns associated with the effects of technology
on human behavior emerged in the 1960s, partly as a result of tele-
vision and computerized technology, and partly as a result of Mc-
Luhan's dramatic analysis of their potential effect on people's lives.

The communication systems addressed in our research did not
exist in 1967, when Farrell wrote English, Education, and the Elec-
tronic Revolution or when Corbett wrote "What Is Being Revived?"
in College Composition and Communication. BLit Corbett's conclu-
sion in that article still deserves attention:

If Marshall McLuhan's apocalyptic pronouncements about our imploding
electronic world are true, then we shall have to take a good hard look at
our curricula, our textbooks, and our teaching methods. In that process
of reassessment, we might find that some of McLuhan's insights will be
helpful to us in fashioning a rhetoric that is relevant to our age. The rheto-
rics of`the past have all been concerned with the composition of a discur-
sive, uninterrupted monologue. What we seem to need now is a rhetoric
of the process rather than of the product, a rhetoric to guide us in form-
ing the mosaic structure of so much of our policy-setting, information-
dispensing, attitude-forming discourse todaythe brain-picking ses-
sions, the symposia, and panel-discussion, the interviewin short, a
i hetoric of the stop-and-go, give-and-take dialogue, or should we say the
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lithe same kind of topnotch people who turned their attention in the

post-war years to the development of semantics, linguistics, and literary

criticism apply their talents to the development of rhetorical theory and

practice. then we are likely to have a vigorous revival of rhetoric. and the

revival will increase its chances of. creating a valuable legacy for the

profession."'

Whether the new electronic media and Mclihan's pronounce-
ments about them actually caused the shift in perspective that Cor-
bett presaged is uncertain; but that we have, indeed, moved toward

a "rhetoric of process- is dear. Such a rhetoric can, however, only
become -a valuable legacy for the prokssion- if' it is flexible enough
to accommodate changes imposed by the environment in which
writing occurs. Our research suggests that conceiving of writing as a
cognitive process oflers innumerable possibilities fin- responding, in
our teaching and our research. to the technology that surrounds us,
as we will show in the next two chapters.



3

Teachers Can Use Research about the
New Systems in Freshman and
Advanced Composition Classes

OUR INTERVIEWS WITH ON-THE-JOB WRITERS, OUR DIRECT OBSER-
vations of the new communication technologies, and our secondary
research convince us that the workplace and the classroom are like
two continents, gradually drifting farther apart. In an effort to make
connections between these two writing environments, we will dem-
onstrate in 'this chapter how teachers can translate the conclusions
drawn from our research into successful teaching. Although the
pedagogical practices we will discuss have been used successfully in
freshman and professionally oriented advanced composition classes,
we will emphasize not the practices but the process of transforming
research into effective teaching.

We will begin by formulating a general course objective based on
the descriptive research reported in chapter 2. At the most general
level, the objective is:

To introduce students to the new communication systems and
help them adapt the process of pep-in-hand composing to the
challenges of the new systems.

From this general objective, we will derive specific teaching goals
for freshman and advanced composition courses. Since such goals
will differ according to class level, we will adopt Ross Winterowd's
useful distinction between transferable and local skills' in develop-
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ing tlie.two sets of goals. For freshman composition courses, we will
emphasize transferable skills, tinder which Winterowd includes
such features as developing a sense of audience, syntactic fluency,.
and control of diction. For advanced composition courses, such As
business, technical, and professional writing, we will also include
local skills, under which Winterowd includes knowledge of special
limns, styles, and vocabularies. Although our specific teaching goals
at each level will differ% both sets will address the pedagogical ques-
tions raised in chapter 2.

111 the filowing discussion, then, we intend to show how teach-
ing goals, derived from our general objective of introducing and
preparing students to use the new systems, can be incorporated in
composition courses. Because many of these goals may be close to
or even the same as those which teachers traditionally address in
composition classes, we will emphasize only their distinctive appli-
cations in preparing students for technological change. The first
section illustrates the adaptation of specific teaching goals to fresh-
man composition, presents the development and use of a perfer-
ane(' objective, and ends with a short subjective evaluation. The

second section presents a similar approach for professionally ori:
ented advanced composition courses, again ending with a perfer-
ane(' objective and an assignment derived from it. The third sec-
tion demonstrates how experimental research can be used to test
the effectiveness of teaching.

Defining Teaching Goals to Introduce the New Systems in
Freshman Composition Classes

The strongest and most distinctive influence of the new media on
the composing process is the task environment, which affects deci-
sions about planning, writing, and revising. Students should under-
stand the wide range of' task environments they may encounter and
he prepared to adapt their composing processes to the media they
will be usingpossibly in college and certainly in their post-college
careers. Similarly, teachers should realize that the goals we will
now discuss are intended not to change the basic curriculum of
freshman...it: imposition but to increase its power to address the
effects of' technological change on writing.
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In this section. then.: we will discuss seven specific teaching goals
appropriate to freshman composition:

introducing students to the new systems through interview-
ing. reading, discussing, and writing;

providing opportunities for students to address different au-
diences through speaking and writing and to identify dif-
ferences between the hvo modes of language production;

encouraging alternative planning strategies for different
kinds of assignments, strategies ranging from formal inven-
tion heuristics to formulaic patterns of discourse;

developing a tutored sensitivity to the visual, syntactic, and
mechanical conventions of writing through reading;

developing oral skills;

developing a variety of auditory and visual reviewing
strategies;

providing frequent opportunities for collaboration.

We will discuss these goals within the context of the task environ-
ment and its effects on planning, translating plans into writing, and
reviewing.

Task Environment
In preparing students to understand and respond to the unusual

task environments created by the new media, teachers should intro-
duce the wide range of technologies now being used for written and
oral communication. In so doing, they should emphasize considera-
tions of audience and differences between speaking and writing.

Introducing students to the new systems through interviewing,
reading, discussing, and writing. To plan effectively for composing
on the new systems, students must first understand the effects of
these systems on the task environment of composing. As we noted
in our discussion of dictation/word processing systems, students
should learn enough about the new technology to understand the
composing decisions they will have to make when planning their
messages.

Since teachers cannot be expected to be experts on the kaleido-
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scopie range of electronic media, they flan ask their students to ex-
plore with them the world of on-the-job composing through pri-
wary and secondary-rescarcIr and-to share- their findings ilichisK.
example. teachers who suggest -communication technology'. as a
triple for a research paper can involve students in original research
projects. When time and resources allow, they can encourage
dents to use methods similar to the ones we used when we visited
on-the-job writers and examined secondary sources conducting
taped interviews with vendors, managers, and users of the new sys-
tems: seeing how the systems work: and reading articles in popular
and professional publications. When they conduct research about
the new systems, students can be.encouraged to use or read about
the media they are investigating. At some colleges and universities,
for example, students may have access to computer-based retrieval
systems, such as AM/INFORM or Management Contents, to locate
articles describing the new technologies. Students will also benefit
frinn reading anthologies wind' contain sections on the new (Ann-
munications media. As NIcLuhan has noted: -The method of our
time is to use not a single but multiple models lir exploration.-1

'Iir conduct such research, students have to be taught to develop
good questions and find infOrmation which shows how;-the new me-
dia affect writing. As June Ferrill suggests, this may require class
discussion which allows students to target appropriate goals for their
projects, decide how audiences will use the information, and plan
the inn in which it will be presented to teachers, class members,
runt perhaps others.'

Proriding opportunities for students to address different audi-
ences through speaking and writing and to identify differences be-
tween the two triodes of language production. Learning about the
new systems will show students that different media require dif-
lerent audienc(.. considerations: Electronic mail is generally ad-
dressed to an audience of one or to a Innnogenous group: dictation/
word processing systems have dual audiences: teleconferencing and
teletext networks have multiple, sometimes heterogeneous audi-
ences. Furthermore, such sy4tems may require either speaking or
writing or a combinatiOn of both. Strident investigation of the new
cormiumication technology is likely to bring audience considera-
tions to the firrefront of class discussion. Giving students oppor-
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tunities to present their findings to others will allow them to adapt
their speaking and writing skills for different audiences.

But teachers can also lead students beyond these specific expe-
riences. As Olson explains, -Writing is not merely speech written
down . . . it involves a substantially different, more specialized lan-
guage code tied to a more specialized knowledge system." Whether
the text produced so for is onil or written, knowledge of the linguis-
tic conventions of speaking and writing strongly affects the compos-
ing process. Although teachers know this, they do not typically em-
phasize differences between speaking and writing in their classes.
By having students transcribe the research interviews they taped,
convert the transcripts of speech into written prose, and categorize
and discuss the kinds of editing changes they made, teachers4.an
sensitize students to consistent differences between speaking and
writing."

111 general, to prepare students for the task environment of the
new systems, teachers can incorporate three activities in their
classes: a general introduction to communication technology, as-
signments that require adaptations for various audiences, and dis-
eussime, of the differences between speaking and writing.

Planning
In the new systems, choosing an appropriate planning strategy is

linked not only to topic, audience, and situation, but also to the
fUnctions the systems piovide. Students are likely to discover in
fheir research, as we disered in ours, that the task environments
of the new systems compel writers to ask specific planning ques-
tion's: Does this assignment require drafting and revising? Can I use
a first-time-final strategy? Do I know an appropriate pattern to fol-
low? Can I amend a stored form for this communication? Shall it

simply record notes now and write my docimient later? Students
should practice choosing and using a variety of planning strategies.

Encouraging different planning strategies for different kinds of
assignments. Although some teachers help students learn theart of
invention by teaching heuristic strategiesderived from classical
rhetoric, Kenneth Burke's pentad, D. Gordon Rohman's pre-writing
method, Kenneth Pike's tagmemics, or Richard Larson-'s inven-
tive questions' and others- use textbooks which carry the writer
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from invention through the entire writing processsuch as Cor-
1 t t C't(MACALRitet(lricjor ode rit_Stpdent. Flower's Problem=
Solving Strategies for Writing; and Janice Lauer, Gene Montague,
Andrea LunsfOrd. and Janet Emig's linir Worlds of Writing,
teachers should also emphasize the choices involved in picking the
appropriate strategy for a specific assignment. Since writers who use
the new systems have to choose the appropriate composing option,
teachers should provide ongoing opportunities for students to make
such clyices and to discuss how they made themin relation to
purpose, audience, importance of the communication, remem-
bered patterns of presentation, or reference to stored forms.

Mime specifically. teachers can introduce not only high-level in
vention heuristics, which are useful for planning complex written
products, but also fairly standard or even stereotypic patterns suit-
able to routine communications and forms, for which students plan
content within the constraints of an imposed style. Students should
understand the different strategies involved in, fOr example, outlin-
ing, writing, and revising a report at home; making notes, writing,
and editing an essay exam in class; and filling out a job application
form in an office. And they should have as many opportunities as
possible to plan different kinds of communications which require
different planning strategies. In general, to prepare students to plan
effectively for composing on the new systems, teachers should intro-
duce the options affOrded by the systems, showing how considera-
tions of audience and strategies for planning are affected by the new
media.

Translating Plans into Writing
l'ranslating plans directly into writing places continual demands

huig-term temory, short-term memory, and conscious atten-
tion. These deniands are compounded in composing on the new
systems. as our discussion of ad hoc planning in dictation has shown,
when such systems depend on the oral production of written texts.
Translating plans into oral statements which will become written
prose forces writers to visualize the form of the printed text even
while they are producing two threads of oral discourse. Writers who
use such systems therefore require a tutored sensitivity to the form
of written prose; they also need serviceable oral delivery skills.

Developittg-sensitivity-to-visual-,syntactic--and-mechanicatcon--
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rentions of writing through reading. Dictators have to be able to
-reirittye from their long,terin_memory Nisuitt_pictures of written
textspictures which include fOrmat, syntactic, and mechanical de-
tailsand they have to be able to describe these features to a tran-
scriptionist. Similarly. those who use electronic mail systems have
to be able to emphasizethrough format signals, parallel struc-
tures, and punctuationthe key points readers will see on-screen.
One way students can become more proficient at visualizing written
texts and using textual features effectively is by reading; as Ong
says, students should -read, read, read. There is no way to write
unless you read, and read a lot."'

Reading, reading aloud, narrating what was read, and describing
the features of a printed text: These are activities teachers shodld
encourage. While Britton asserts that writers naturally develop
"an inner voice capable of dictating . . . the forms of written Ian-
guage,""' teachers can help students cultivate an "inner eye" as well
by drawing their attention to formal conventions of printed text:
spelling, mechanics, headings, white space, numbered lists, under-
seiwes. (Oral composers need an especially strong sense of format to
visualize their messages and to translate their visualizations into di-
rections for the transcriptionist.) In any reading they doa story, a
play, a newspaper article, .a procedures manual, a letterstudents

cshould be encouraged to notice and internalize conventions of writ-
ten texts so that they can visualize and use them as the occasion
demands. Although we are certainly not proposing that reading
be substituted fOr writing as the primary activity in composition
classes, we do endorse the use of student and professional models as
described by Eschholz, who concludes: "Models can be a positive
zincl useful device in teaching students to write better if they are
thoughtfully and purposefully integrated into the Individual stu-
dents writing .process."

"lb help students develop a flexible range of syntactic structures,
teachers can encourage sensitivity to style; register, and differences
between dialogic and inonologic discourse by emphasizing these
features in written texts. As Moffett has pointed out, a classroom
rich in language experience allows students to make connections be-
tween the literature they have read and the writing and speaking
they will But more specifically, when teachers help students
recognize differences between intimate and formal patterns of dis-
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course or botween context-dependent and context-indepen lent
verbal _stat,.ments. they arc also laying the groundwork for. eflective
written and oral perfOrmance."

Fu-'hertnore, .;tudents should demonstrate evidence of their
readim.; papers they write. They should use appropriate, ac-
curate spelling and mechanics to enable a reader to move easily
through a text. By attending, to visual, syntactic., and mechanical
conventioos while reading, students are likdy to improve their
.vritten work, whether it originates is writing or speaking.

Deceloobig oral skills. Throughout this discussion, we have em-
phasized speaking as an important component of composing and
have offered suggestions '4 incorpmating speaking in composition
::ourses. Although 1. arious authors have shown that speaking can
help students explore their ideas, clarify and expand the meaning of
their writing, and inmrove their written texts," and although we
would encourage any activity that improves writing, we are specifi-
cally interested in helping students learn oral delivery skills they
will use on the new communication systems.

CompOsit ion teachers can offer their students many opportunities
to develop oral skills. For example, students can learn to take notes
in small group discussions and use these notes when reporting
group observations to the class. Or they can develop short presenta-
tions, enhanced with graphic aids, to summarize their research
findings fir other students. Or they can analyze ineffective writing.
and compose revisions orally. Or they can read their essays aloud,
using their voices to punctuate their messages. Oral presentations,
whether formal or infOrmal, develop highly transferable skills
memory skills, delivery skills, and listening skillswhich are useful
in any communicative situation and essential in composing on the
new dictation, audio mail, and teleconferencing systems.

The translation skills required by the new systems may seem quite
different from those usually emphasized in freshman composition
classes. However, visualization and oral delivery are based on read-
ing, observing, and writing, the basic content of English courses.
The challenge for teachers is to extend that content by cultivating
skills which students can readily transfer to other contexts.

Reviewing
lb compose effective writing on the-new systems, students need

experience with a wide range of reviewing strategies which they can
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apply as needed when revising it tape, editing on a word pro-
or_c_orri.et Mir a phalli tit_ lite y_aLso_m_ti.td ex Re riei _ _

laborating with othersin planning, in translating, and especially
in. reviewing their writing.

Developing a variety of auditory and visual reviewing strategies.
Our research shows that writers who use the new communication
systems to compose written texts review their work on tapes, at
word processing video screens, and in drafts: they review to relisten
or reread-16r direction, content, style, and toneso that they can
move forward, just as we are doing as we write this chapter; they
also review to revise. edit, and correct.

For effective auditory reviews, writers need listening skills which
will allow them to focus on meaning and style. To help students con-
centrate on the meaning of a spoken text, E. D. Hirsch recom-
mends reading printed prose aloud in composition classes. Since
-the listener is unable to circle hack and reprocess an earlier sec-
t '' he learns to concentrate on the message as it unfolds, noting
difficult or incomprehensible paSSages. Similarly, James Collins
shows that close listeningby students and teacherswill lead to
classes and conferences which illuminate the meaning of written
drafts.'" And Elbow recommends listening to drafts to isolate strong
and 'weak passages and to improve style.' Our own experience in
teaching freshman composition suggests that cultivating listening
skills can also encourage creativity and sensitivity to language." De-
veloping listening skills, then, will prepare students not only 16 the
systems they will use after college but also for learning and writing
in college.

Visual review has been studied much more thoroughly than audi-
tory review, mainly within the context 6flevision asa recursive pro-
cess of insight and relbrmulation. Our research suggests that, be-
cause writers who use the new systems typically plan their texts in
advance, revision of this kind is usually limited to drafting long or
complex texts. Writers who compose shorter communications at
electronic mail terminals revise and edit very little;'" writers who
orally compose shorter, less complex writing tend to edit locally on
tape and check for content or mechanical errors on printed copy.
Therefore. in addition to teaching students large -scale revision
strategies, teachers should also emphasize visual and auditory strat-
egies for editing and correcting.

Since our research shows that reviewers tend to revise content
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while overlooking style, teachers would be wise to emphasize stylis-
tit erahratirm-as-an intrinsic part of tlie-reviuwing-process:ce-a-chm
can help students become familiar with various styles of discourse
by encouraging reading and intelligent discussion, and especially by
emphasizing the stylistic options that writers exercise. Sentence
combining is one technique likely to prove useful in highlighting op-
tions fir developing a specific sentence within a specific context!"
Certainly, attention to cohesion katures and to the effects of style
on readers will emphasize the importance of stylistic consideration
in reviewing!' In any case, consistent attention to style is likely to
help students focus their auditory and visual reviews on this fre-
quently neglected aspect of revision.

111 this connection, teachers whose students have access to compu-
ter terminals can include text-editing programs to emphasize impor-
tant stylistic matters. The Writer' Workbench programs, developed
by Bell Laboratories, help writers attend to sentence structure,
awkward or wordy phrases, repetitious vocabulary, and spelling; ac-
cording to William Weiss, Writer's Nv brkbench "raises standards for
writing by giving writers more incentive to polish- their' work.12
Text-editing programs at UCLA, Notre Dame, and e. have
also helped student writers improve their reviewing strategies by
concentrating on style.'

Whatever methods teachers choose, devqlpping auditory and vi-
sual review strategies is lik,2Iy to help students produce polished
writing, in composition classes, in other classes, and in their post-
college writing.

Providing constant opportunities for collaboration. Writers who
use the new systems collaborate often with others and interact with
a variety of media throtfghout the composing process. Sometimes
composing requires solitudean in,:iVidual with pen poised over
a blank page. But more often comp, sing occurs in busy places:
crowded newsrooms with dozens of ref..orters typing at word pro-
cessing terminals; doctors' offices with phones ringing and tape re-
corders switched on between patient visits; teleconferencing cen-
ters with scores of people watching television screens, talking on
phone hookups, and wilting notes on scratch pads. Since On-the-job
writing often occurs in active, highly collaborative settings, stu-
dents can benefit from the experience of working with others and
with a variety of media.
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We have suggested above several possibilities for collaboration
with -other students. When diScUssing planning, we recommended
group work and media activities. In translating, we mentioned
reading to others and making group presentations. -For reviewing,
revising, and editing, we recommend peer evaluation. strategies.24
Koch and Brazil offer suggestion's for incorporating collaborative ac-
tivities throughout the composing process.25 But we would also en-
courage teachers to provide opportunities for collaboration with
media. Many teachers, of course, use tape recorders, transparen-
cies, film strips, video tapes, and other media in their teaching:
They should also offer students opportunities to use these media
when making presentations. If tape recorders and word processing
terminals are available, teachers should encr arage students to use
them while composing.

Teachers can also consider using media to improve the writing of
inch% idnal students. Our research suggests, for example, that stu-
dents who have difficulty revising their writing might benefit= from
composing on tape recorders with audible fast-forward features and
reviewing their work, especially for meaning and coherence, before
transcribing it. Such a practice would enable students who tend to-
ward nonlinear patterns of conceptualization to review quickly, be-
fore losing the thread of their thinking, to reconsider an entire text
before writing or typing it, and to consider improvements as they
transcribe. The medium thereby organizes reviewing and revision
for the student. Our research also suggests that certain text-editing
programs may help students focus more deliberately on style and
spelling. For example, certain revision-stage programs call attention
to the repetition of words or sentence patterns. And dictionary pro-
grams such as The W0111) Plus help poor spellers identify patterns
of error and improve their spelling."` Used in thee ways, the media
we have been discussing will not only introduce students to systems
they will use in the future but may also enhance their learning in
composition classes.

lb summarize our discussion of reviewing, then, we would empha-
size three points: that students should learn a variety of reviewing,
revising, and editing strategies: should work collaboratively some-
times tosimulate the environment of the workplace; and should ex-
periment with various media to improve their speaking and writing.

The teaching goals we have discussed in this section are intended
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to introduce students to the kinds of composing they are likely to do
in the future. We Live attempted to show how teachers, within the
context of a freshman composition course, can wake connections
between reading, writing, speaking, and listening that will engage
.students in learning and, at the ,,m1time, develop transferable
composing skills.

We would now like to demonstrate how these goals can be incor-
porated in a performance objectiye. Our purFJse here is two-fold: to
present a specific assignment which incorporates the goals we have
discussed, and to offer teachers a way to estimate whether they have
achieved their goals as measured by student performance.

Designing and Using a Specific Performance Objective
Translating teaching goals into performance objectives is like

translating writing plans into written sentences. It is a goal-directed
process bounded by several constraints. In place of the syntactic
and contextual constraints associated with forming acceptable En-
glish sentences, performance objectives are limited by opciatiOnal
oonstraint,: intended to establish a correspondence between teach-
ing goals and student performance. According to Richard Young, a
performance objective which translates goals into actions should: (1)
name the performance desired; (2) describe any significauil con-
straints on the performance; (3) specify the level of performance;
ai41. (4) be .understandable to the students without wlditional expla.,
nation.' Working within these constraints, teachers should be able
to hirmulate performance objectives which reflect t:e goals estab-
lished above. to evaluate our success in reaching the teaching goals
for students in a freshman composition class, we constructed Hu. fol-
lowing performance objective:

After reading about new communication systems and investigat-
ing differences between speaking and writing, students will be
able to write guidelines for. users of audio mail, a system .vhich
records oral messages for an absent audience.

lb convert this perforaance objective into a class assignment, we
combined a variety of activities: reading, class discussions, speaking
and writing exercises, and peer group evaluations.

As an introduction to the communication systemS they will en-
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counter on their. jobs, students read an informative article by Mer-4
tes, "Doing Your Office Over- Electronically,- from the Harvard
Business Review." The article shows how a large Chicago bank in-
troduced dictation/word processing systems, electronic mail, data
bases, and audio mail to improve its overall operation. After discuss-
ing this article, students concluded that while the new technology
may speed the communication process, the effectiveness of the
communicated product depends Nile spoken and written skills of
the users. To develop speaking and writing skills while learning
more about one new communication system, audio mail, students
spent three 50-minute class periods work'ng through each of two
hypothetical situations that we developed, one for speaking and one
fOr writing. In each, we deliberately varied the context, audience,
and purpose.

For the context of the .speaking assignment, students assumed the
role of branch manager of a nationwide student credit union., -SCU,
whose graphic design department was sponsoring a logo contest.
Students were to create designs for a new logo according to certain
specifications and to prepare to describe their designs to a graphic
artist by leaving a message on the company's audio mail. system.'
The purpose of the message was to describe the,design orally so that
the graphic artist could reproduce it and enter it in the contest. We
encouraged students to sketch their designs and to outline or think
through their messages for the artist but asked them not to write out
instructions in longhand. (See appendix H for a copy of the assign-
ment, Using Audio Mail.)

The next day, students reported to our offices, two at a time, to
record their designs on tape recorders, simulating audio mail. After
recording their messages, students traded tapes, listened to each
other's description, and tried to reproduce the logo. Students evalu-
ated the quality of instructions for the design as well as the message
as a whole. The; then compared their drawings with the original
sketches.

During the next class period, studcats discussed their experience
with audio mail on several levels. First, they identified characteris-
tics of good directions, including precise language (in t he upper left-
hand corner of the square, a quarter of an inch away from the sides)
and use of similes (entwined like the symbol for the Olympics). Sec-
ond, they discussed important information, in addition to the de-
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sign directions, that Ow receiver of the audio message would need,
such as. identification of the caller, the purpose of the call, the de-
sired action, and the deadline. Several students'had omitted such
information from their tapes, despite instructions to leave a com-
plete message. Finally, students compared speaking and writing by
discussing whether audio mail was more like a phone call or more
like a letter. They concluded that audio mail is a unique mixture of
both. Like speaking, audio mail is oral, quick-paced, and offers little
chance fin- deliberation or revision. Like writing, audio mail ad-
dresses an absent audience, requires an autonomous message, and
can be planned in advance. That the speaking assignment for audio
mail increased the students awareness of the different skills in-
volved in speaking and writing is reflected in this student's observa-
tion: "Giving the audio-mail message showed me that I ignored
differences [between speaking and writing] and tried to give the
inessag,e as if I were having a conversation. The activity helped em-
phaAze the differences."

For a writing assignment to show their understanding of the skills
required for the new communication system, students wrote
-Guidelines for Users of Audio Mail." (See appendix I for a copy of
the writing assignment, Audio Mail: A User's Guide.) For the con-
text and audience of the assignment, students assumed the role of a
technical writer responsible for preparing training guides for em-
ployees at the credit union. The purposes of the audio mail guide
were three: to describe the system, to explain the process, and to
encourage callers not to hang up at the announcement of a recorded
message but instead to compose a message that would accomplish
the original purpose of the call. To prepare to write the user's
guides, students studied user's manuals developed for on-the-job
trainim: for dictation/word processing systems. Students noted in
partici-ar the organization of the user's manuals. They discussed
how the strategies they had previously studied in essays that de-
scribed processes might be applied to writing a user's.guide. Stu-
dents also commented on how obvious format features, such as
numbered lists and starred directions, as well as more subtle fea-
tures, such as effective use of white space, parallel structure, and
punctuation, improved readability. Finally, students discussed iden-
tifying, limiting, and arranging the content of thei user's guides that
they would write as a homework assignment. ;
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Dzn;ng tl third class period, students evaluated:each other's
guides in peer groups, paying particular attention to audience adap-
tation, completeness, and format. They were surprised to see how
the same assignment describing the mine process could be orga-
nized, written, and formatted in so many different ways. Finally,
students revised their written guides and submitted them for our
evaluation.

Evaluating the Unit Impressionistically
Not only did these two assignments help us meet our perfor-

mance objective, but they also allowed us to see that we had achieved
our specific teaching goals for this unit in freshman composition: to
introduce students to the new systems; to provide opportunities for
addressing different audiences in speaking and writing; to teach al-
ternative planning and reviewing strategies; to develop a sensitivity
to conventions of writing and format; and to encourage collaborative
work. Furthermore, by asking students to complete a subjective re-
sponse form, we found that they were enthusiastic about studying
audio mail and enjoyed the variety this short assignment added to a
course that otherwise focused on reading and writing essays. (For a
tabulation of students' responses to the unit on audio mail, see ap-
pendix J.) As a matter of fact, the students' main suggestion for'im-
proving the unit was to include more instruction on other com-
unication systems, especially electronic mail. That students will use
what they learned about audio mail is certain. One student told us:
"I found taping the message very useful because that same day I ap-
plied what I'd learned when I made a long distance call that was
answered by a recording."

In developing this short unit for freshman composition and in em-
phasizing throughout the semester certain composing activities as-
sociated with the new communication media, we were guided by
the general objective and the specific teaching goals outlined at the
beginning of this chapter. We did not change the overall orientation
of our classes, nor did we omit any of the rhetorical or composing
features we typically include. But we did broaden our.frame of ref-
erence and stress certain activities, such as oral presentations and
collaborative work, to cultivate a wider range of verbal skills. And
we did,' like our students, learn a great deal from this introduction
to the new technology.
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Defining Teaching Goals to Introduce the New Systems in
Advanced Composition Classes

In addition to developing transferable writing skills, students in
professionally oriented advanced composition courses should learn
the specific requirements oldie new communication systems, espe-
cially as they apply to the composing process. While some teachers
might argue that such career-specific training belongs in on-the-job
seminars rather than college composition classes, the quality of this
student's memo suggests otherwise:

Applicant I Applicant 1, shows no work experiences daily type. lie was
a higli school drop out, and has only held a job lir as long as three months
at a time. Ile admitted he hated manual labor and admitted to not liking
to be around people. !Hs attendance record while at work was good, but
I find it hard to believe he would have a good excuse for missing work
%viten you only worked there lbr three months anyway. lie expresses to
continue his education, but is just holding out to find out if he can get a
job or not. The more I learned from Applicant 1, in the interview, I feel
our company has no use for him on the training program.

There is little evidence in this dictated passage that its author, a col-
lege junior, had received an "A" in freshman composition and was a
"B +" student in advanced composition.' Research, in fact, suggests
only a low correlation between the final grades students receive in
advanced composition and the scores the same students receive
...hen they dicat it communications." The .same research shows,
however, that students who receive a short unit of nontechnical in-
struction in adapting the composing processes they use in pen-in-
hand writing to the new systems write significantly betterecommu-
nications than students who do not receive such instruction. Since
students who have grown up in an age of television, tape recorders,
computers, and video games are often eager to learn to use the new
communication media, teachers of professionally oriented advanced
composition courses might well consider including a short unit on
such systems.

In this section, we will present a plan for teaching students to
adapt the composing process they use when writing to the distinc-
tive requirements of dictating for word processing systems. We will
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discuss six specific teaching goals appropriate to professionally Ori-
ented advanced composition classes:

introducing students to dictation/word processing systems,
especially to their distinctive katures;

preparing students to use a variety of advance planning
strategies for dictation;

preparing students for ad hoc planning;

developing technical and oral skills for using dictation
eqt,ipment:

introducing auditory and visual reviewing strategies which
are appropriate to different dictation options;

encouraging collaboration with equipment and people liar
efficient use of Actation/word processing systems.

We will discuss these goals within the task environment of on-the-
job composing and within the context of I.- .inning, translating, and
revising orally produced written communications.

Task Environment
Some students in advanced courses may have worked in intern-

ships or on summer jobs where dictating for word processing sys-
tems was standard procedure; others may have parents who dictate
communications on their jobs and use portable recorders at home;
most we read about such systems ur seen them 1.1vertised in
ma televi..:on. Teachers may therefor, want to call
upon to help introduce the new systems For their own
prep,iration, i.achers will find it helpful to look th:..ngh books, such

'V rd Prir,-, :.sing: A System Approach to the dfice,32 and to visit
: detat n/word processing center or a n-arby equipment dis-
h thutor. ilecise word prow sling systems 1. o; y, students need only

overview the general structure of such systems at this point.
4tudent.s to dictation/wo! .»-ocessing systems, espe-

c,,:gy .;f,.r distinctive features. Tei,ci.ers will have to provide a
d troduction to the dictation available on dictation/

processing systems. Although !- 'ents may have relied on
a fin t-time-final approach to Writ.-,4. 11:30 P.Nt. with a paper
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due ew nest morning, they will have to learn that many fac-
tors ini:uciwe composing strategies in dictation. Numerous consid-
erations within the organizational environment affect users of the
new, sy.,,tcrus: company policy, the capabilities of a particular die-
tatio;:lord processing system, and cost/time constraints. So do
as!,ig;!. tent-specific considerations such as purpose, audience, com-
plfi; , and importance of the message to the writer and the organi-
zatim. Students will therefore have to know that the new systems
re,..:ire decisions about drafting, composing first- time -final copy,
ad;:liiing form communications, and recording information. Teach-

should, by all means, discuss with students how these options
the composing process of dictation.

Planning
As Vygotsky notes, speed of oral composing is unfavorable

to i ....emplicated process of formulation it does not leave time for
,;(,;in..ration and choice."' By learning strategies for planning dic-
tated communic,:ons, however, students can relieve some of the
pres.vcires of ,!al composing by deliberating and choosing before
they .;peak.

frig s:vdents to use a variety of planning strategies for dic-
ta :;;,. dictation equipment has pause and erase capabili-
ties, sta).: ',,..atIrres do not replace planning, a fact documented'in a
survey ot i%.pczienced dictators who unanimously agreed: "Your dic-
tation? cat+ never he better than your preparation."' Planning for
dictatioo includes a variety of activities: analyzing audience, deter-
minim: purpose, generating ideas and gathering information, se-

,ind organizing materials, and attending to format and tran-
Ncription signals. While these strategies are similar to those taught
in writing, instructors will want to emphasize special considerations
when teaching dictation.

Analyzing audience requires that students distinguish between
the needs of short-term and long-term audiences. Experienced dic-
tator George Heighway described his procesS for analyzing audi-
ence this way: "Before I begin to dictate . . . , I figure out what I am
trying to say, who I'm trying to say it to, and what knowledge they
have that I can key into."1S Intensive training in audience analysis,
following a sequence proposed by Mathes and Stevenson for techni-
cal writing and by Halpern for business writing, can help the stu-
dent plan reader-based messages.' Furthermore, students have to
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develop uncommon sensitivities to style, especially as it pertains to
register and speaking/writing differences when they adapt their lan-
guage to different audiences.

As noted in chapter 2, the dictator conducts two concurrent
monologues. To demonstrate this, an instructor can play tapes of
dictated communications borrowed from associates in business, in-
dustry, or academe. After listening to the tapes, students can iden-
tify special directions given to the transcriptionistformat, capital-
ization, punctuation, unusual spelling. They can discuss how the
dictator's shifts in spoken style distinguish instructions for the tran-
scriptionist from the message itself; they can plan how to distinguiSh
their oral directions from their dictated writing: Students prac-
tice adapting their speech for dual audiences by working in groups
of three: One student can read aloud a,previously written communi-
cation, casually addressing a second student, the -transcriptionist,"
when giving typing directions for format, punctuation, or spelling,
and more formally addressing the third student, the -intended
reader," when speaking the written message. In general, the most
effective way to convey the notion of dual audiences is through ex-
ample, discussion, and practice.

Determining the purpose of a communication is not an isolated
task. The dictator, like the writer, must consider topic, audience,
and environmental cues. The task is further complicated since,
as Knoblauch points out, most communications have "multiple
purposes, the interaction of which motivates and shapes perfor-
mance."' To help students clarify the purpose of a communication
so that they can plan appropriately, teachers can introduce a series
of questions:

What is the context or issue of concern?

Will the communication respond to previous correspon-
dence or assignments on the issue? If so, specifically what
will I have to do?

What do I wish to accomplish with this communication?38

Determining purpose in this way will help students choose an ap-
propriate dictation option and decide whether they need more elab-
orate invention strategies, whether a routine pattern will suffice, or
whether a form will do.

Generating ideas and gathering information depend on purpose
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.and dictation option. Drafts of complex reports or cliff-Willi first-
communicatunis inay require elalmrate heuristicssets

of questions, tagmemics, classical invention strategiesto probe
long-terni memory and to arrive at new insights and creative ideas.
But siniple responses niay require little more than filling in slots
with new infiirmation.

gathering information depends on purpose and dicta-
tion Option. For complex communications, dictators report collect-
ing files, calendars, past correspondence, notes, and related reports
before beginning to dictate; they also conduct surveys, collect data,
or initiate computer searches fiw stored infkirmation. But for routine
communications, they may dictate from the letter they are answer-
ing, from a few notes. or frol a mental plan. By planning a variety,
of messages, students soon learn how much work to do befbre re-
cording a message.

Selecting and organizing materials is an important subprocess of
planning: the dictator usually thinks through an entire communica-
tion in advance. The dictation option plays.a role here too. Does the
communicationiunication require an original organization and choices about
what to include, what to put in an'appendix, and what to omit? Or
will an internalized pattern from the dictators long-term memory or
a form stored in a computer memory suffice?

Whether the organizational plan is original or routine, students,
like most dictators, will find it useful to work from key-word thitlines
or brief notes. Such planning helps the dictator and the reader since,
as Meyer notes, -the presence of a visible plan for presenting content
plays a crucial role in assuring the interpi-etability of a passage.-3"
Although some students routinely make outlines before writing, in-
structors should teach key-word outlining to show how several ideas
can be condensed into one word or a short phrase. Key-word out-
lilies trigger memory during translating, allowing the dictator to
transform single words hack into original thoughts. In their work on
memory and language skills, Paul Fitts and Michael Posner stress
that the value of an outline depends on how much information can
be symbolized in a word or phrase without losing meaning: -The
limitations of human memory are too great to allow storage of much
untransformed information.- 1" If' students develop -nntransformed
information- into detailed outlines, they are tempted to write their
communications in longhand and read them into the recorder, de-
feating one important reason fnr dictating: to save time.
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A teacher can begin instruction in key-word outlining by having
students briefly outline previously written communications and
practice composing orally from their outlines. Since students are fa-
miliar with the content of the communications, a key-word outline
should provide enough cues to reconstruct a whole message. Once
students understand key-word outlining, they can practice outlining
new messages and delivering them orally.

Attending to format and tninseription signals is usually part of re-
vision in writing; in dictating, however, it must be part of planning.
Dictators often begin their recordings by telling the transcriptionist
whether the communication: is a letter, memo, or report, a draft or
final copy. They consider headings, graphics, and special fOmatting
signals such as white space, indentions, and underscores. As one ex-
perienced dictator put it: -Just as in writing with a pencil or type-
writer, you must be able to visualize the final product, see it on the
page.- " Because students want their dictated messages to look like
written prose. they will have to develop the habit of planning format
signals for the transcriptionist.

Betty Ricks, in her survey of critical managerial communication
skills, confirms that learning the planning strategies we have de-
scribed is essential to the dictation process: "It is important for man-
agers to acquire pre-dictation skillsincluding content selection,
ability to outline responses either written or mentally, knowledge of
correct grammar and appropriate word usage.-12 Furthermore, stu-
dents need enough information about the systems and how they
function to make intelligent choices on these matters.

Translating
If as Flower and Hayes suggest, -the act of writing is hest de-

scribed as the act of juggling a number of simultaneous constraints,"'
then students learning dictation face an even tougher challenge as
they toss several more balls in the air. For in addition to the con-
straints of writing. dictation requires that students juggle ad hoe
planning strategies, technical equipment procedures, and oral' de-
livery skills.

Preparing students for ad hoc planning. As Arnold, interpreting
Quintilian. writes:.

Speakers must at one and the same time recall their plans for communi-
cation, preserve awareness of how far the plans have been achieved and
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what remains to be done, look ahead to what is required in instants to
come, and do all this while maintaining precisely the intellectual, per-
sonal. and emotional relationship with listeners which immediate and
longer-ranged purposes reuire."

This process accurately describes the ad hoc planning dictators do
during translating. Using short-term memory, they expand their
key-word outlines into complete ideas. Using long-term memory,
they select sentence patterns that allow them to speak these ideas in
a style appropriate to written prose. Students can be alerted to the
frequency of ad hoc planning by listening to the halting delivery of
experienced dictators who pause as often as every five or six words
to plan the next phrase. And they can be prepared to formulate
good sentences by careful planning and, of course, by consistent
practice in reading, writing, and speaking.

Developing technical and oral skills for using dictation equip-
ment. Although it warrants relatively little attention in composition
classes, the technical part of dictation is the focus of -Dictation" sec-
tions in most business writing texts.' Why? Probably because the
technical process of dictation is easier to teach, and, with practice,
to master, than the composing process. Instructions to students on
using dictation equipment, however, need not be elaborate. Ideally,
students should have practice with phone systems, desk-top mod-
els, and portable units. More realistically, an instructor need only
describe the basic procedures used with the first two systems and
borrow portable units from an equipment vendor for students to
share."' Students can then practice addressing the transcriber, dic-
tating unusual format instructions, adding new information, and ed-
iting sentences previously taped. Various textbooks, equipment
manuals, and in-house training materials offer guidelines, exercises,
and checklists to teach these procedures as well as tips on speaking
clearly. (For sources on teaching dictation, see appendix K.)

Once students become 'adept at using the equipment, they can
practice oral delivery by dictating communications they have
planned. They can transcribe their own tapes, checking articulation
and pace, and they can transcribe classmates' tapes, experiencing
what it is like to receive an unfamiliar message. Students can also
rate each other's instructions to the transcriptionist, noting unclear
directions, garbled speech, or inconsistent format, spelling, or
punctuation signals.'7
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During translating, students conic to realize how the composing
and technical processes of dictation work in harmony. They learn
that they can plan their phrases and sentences by stopping the tape
to think, and that they can correct false starts by taping over them.
A short practice session with dictation equipment goes a long way
toward helping students adjust their composing strategies to a new
medium.

Reviewing
Dictation/word processing systems increase a user's options for

review. She can listen to her tape, scan a draft on a video display
screen, read a typed copy herself, or have several copies distributed
to solicit suggestions from colleagues.

Introducing auditory and visual reviewing strategies appropriate
to different dictation options. Students should learn to use auditory
and visual reviewing strategies which are appropriate to the dicta-
tion option they have chosen. Since drafted communications usu-
ally require collaborative visual review, and first-time-final and form
communications often require careful auditory review, students will
have to learn to work with others, indicate changes on typed drafts,
and correct their tapes.

While research shows that dictators who revise -consistently at-
tend to content, it also shows that they need additional training to
evaluate the style of their written prose. Because dictators rely
heavily on their short-term memory to recall what they have said in
the previous phrase, and because they are orally translating from
brief notes, certain grammatical errors are likely to occur in dictated
passages. At least four such errors are present in the student's dic-
tated paragraph quoted at the beginning of this section.

Faulty sentence structure, including- incomplete parallel-
ism: "The more I learned from Applicant 1, in the interview,
I led our company has no use for him on the training
program.-

Inaccurate pronoun reference: -Ilis attendance record
while at work was good, but I find it hard to believe he
would have a good excuse for missing work when you only
worked there for three months anyway."
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inappropriate tense switches: "Ile was a high school drop
out, and has only held a job for as long as three months at a
time."

Vocabulary-related errors, including repetition and wordi-
ness: "Ile expresses to continue his education, but is just
holding out to find out if he can get a jobor not."

Clearly, the style of speech differs from the style of writing, but, as
this sample suggests, the untutored style of dictation may be an odd
blend of both. The vocabulary-related errors above illustrate-an -in-
experienced dictator's attempt to over-correct her speech to approx-
imate the torn of written prose. The sentence begins with elliptical
Ibrinal diction, "Ile expresses to continue," and ends with everyday
speech, "find out if he can get a job or not." Students should be pre-
pared in adVance to speak writing, but they should also be prepared
to revise their spoken text in J written prose, with close attention to
style.

Furthermore, students should learn to practice proofreading for
unintentional changes or typos the transcriptionist may have made
and learn how to indicate changes clearly. On the other hand, stu-
dents should also, as Kenneth Mayer and Bella Clinkscale suggest,
"be taught when to accept minor imperfections r.. in light of the
cost and time involved- in correcting.'

Encouraging collaboration with equipment and people for effi-
dent use of dictation/word processing systems, If, as Don Payne
suggests, -We frighten students with writings permanence and
aloneness," then teaching them to dictate for word processing sys-
tems should do much to dispel both fears,.'" The ease with which a
tape can be erased or a paragraph moved on the word processor en-
courages an attitude of flexibility in composing. And the frequency
of collaborationwith the transcriptionist and othersenconrages
a spirit of cooperation that makes writing as inviting as a friendly
conversation. Students can learn to collaborate on dictated commu-
nications by helping others revise their drafts (an unfamiliar text is
often easier to critique); and they can learn to tinker with their
phrases and sentences on tape recorders, and with their paragraphs,
fin-mat, and graphics on word processors. In general, the new sys-
tems ar'e likely to encourage reviewing because they make it so easy.

To commutlicate successfully on the job, students will have to
learn to write? to speak, and to dictate. Becoming a good dictator,
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like becoming a good writer or a good speaker, takes practice. But
students can learn strategies for planning, translating, and revising
that prevent dictation from being a trial-and-error process. And
they welcome the chance to learn dictation in the nonthreatening
environment of the classroom.

Using a Specific Peribrmanee Objective and Assignment
Using the following perlbrmance objective is one way to measure

the success of meeting teaching goals Ir dictation:

After five hours of training in the composing and technical pro -

cesses of dictation, students will be able to plan and dictate a first-
time-final memo suitable to send to a designated audience.

lb create a realistic dictation assignment based on thi nice
objective, teachers can ask their students to compost r .-or;(1

communication like one we recently used insour classes. ad in-
vited Jim McCoy, a counselor at the University Placement Center,
to talk with our students about locating summer internships. -Mc-
Coy wro-te-tts-a-memo accepting -the invitation and requesting fur-
ther details about the class. We-transformed his request into a dicta-
tion assignment, asking students tit. assume our roles and dictate
memos responding tn McCoy's. (For a copy of McCoy's memo, see
appendix L.

The students elected to plan their memds collaboratively and to
aim Ir first-time-final copy. When planning their memos,students
completed the "Guide to Planning Effective Dictation," a work-
sheet designed to help them produce first-time-final copy. (For a
copy of the "Guide," see appendix M.) When analyzing audience,
students made certain decisions that pen-in-:hand writers might at-
tend to much later in the composing process. For example, they
noted from the beginning that their communication would be a
short memo, tyyed on English Department letterhead, using full'
block Ibrinatdetails important to the transcriptionist setting up
the memo. After identifying several possible long-term andienees,
the students chose to send only the original and one copy, the origi-
nal to `McCoy and the copy to the director of business writing. They
alsO noted other details to tell the transcriptionist as they dictated.

Students 'easily determined the purpose of their memos by re-
reading McCoy's communicationgive McCoy the information he
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requested. But generating ideas and gathering information called
for invention and creative problem-solving. The students decided
to conduct an oral -nrvey in class to gather the information McCoy
had requested: students' classification by school, semester, and ma-
jor: number of students who had worked at jobs related to their
majors: and areas of interest such as business, industry, govern-
ment, or the arts. They also set a date, time, and place for the pre-
s.ntation. Next, students brainqfmned other information that Mc-
Coy might find useful, such as the fact that they had already written
resumes and job application, letters. By colkcting such details, stu-
debts were able to plan a reader-based memo, an 'important consid-
eration in first-timejinal messages.'

Working with the information they hau generated, s,acients then
made a key-word outline to reflect the order and content of the
memo and decided to include a :hart for giving specific class infor-
mation (more instructions for the transcriptionist). Finally, the stu-
dents agreed that an informal, friendly style match, 1.,.; that of Mc-
Coy's memo would be appr, niate for their dictated memo

Following their collaborative planning, each student d.,,ated a
memo that was then transcribed by a professional typist.3' Students
met in small groups during the next class period to compare men:
Even though they had all used the same key-word outline, their,
menus differed hi several ways: sentence structure, vocabulary, and
format for the chart. Students evaluated their memos in terms of
acceptable first-time-final copy: Was the content accurate and corn-
plete? Was the :style appropriate for written prose? Did the format
enhance readability? They also discussed how they would revise or
edit their memos if given a chance. Finally, the class selected one
memo to send to-Afi-2Coy and awaited the results. V triiila .McCoy
conic to class, on the set day, at the appointed time, with a clear
understanding of' the audience he was to address? Ile did. And fur-
thermore, lie congratulated the class on the memo. We had met our
perfOrmance objective.

Conducting Research on the Effectiveness of Pedagogy

Just as our profession needs sound research to learn how writers
adapt the pen-in-hand composing.process to the new systems, it
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also needs research to evaluate how elketively students are learning
the processes we are teaching. One way to gather such information
is infOrmally, as we did in our subjective evaluation of the audio mail
unit in our freshman composition classes. While such evaluations
can provide impressionistic assessments of teacher- and student atti-
tudes about what was learned, they do not actually measure the
effectiveness of pedagogical practice in relation to teaching goals.
Experimental research offers a more rigorous, objective method for
evaluating pedagogical effectiveness.

In their introduction to Research on Composing: Points of Depar-
ture, Charles Cooper and Lee Odell point out the fallacy of con-
ducting experimental research in the classroom to discover the best
methods fOr teaching composition, when we know so little about the
composing process itself." While their argument is persuasive and
may, in fact, have motivated much of the recent research on com-
posing, classroom research remains a useful way to test our theories
and models and to increase our knowledge' of hoW writers learn
to write.

To see if the teaching goals and pedagogical practices detailed in
our unit fin- advanced composition classes actually helped students
learn to dictate, we conducted an experiment in our business writ-
ing .classes at Purdue University. Our purpose in conducting the
classroom experiment was not to discover if teaching dictation one
way is better than another. Rather, we wanted to see if what we had
learned in our descriptive research on dictation could be applied to
teaching. Our hypothesis was that students taught both the compos-
ing and technical processes of dictation would produce significantly

----bette-r-eontmurritatimis than studemrsiauglinT4The technical pro-
cess. While this hypothesis may at first seem self-evident, it is based
on two assumptions: (1) Dictation requires adaptations in the com-.
posing process of writing, especially in planning; and (2) Students
can learn to make these adaptations. We tested our hypothesis in
the tbiliming Way.

Design, Subjects, and Treatments
Four classes of business writing students, two classes per time pe-

riod, took part in the experiment. The students were a heterogene-
ous group: males and females; sophomores, juniors, and seniors;
students from a variety of schools in the university including Agri-
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culture; Consumer and Eunily Science; Humanities, Social Science,
and Education: Nlanagcnient; Supervision; and Technology. We
randomly assigned the 84 students to either a treatment or a control
griffip. Each of us taught two classes, one treatment and one control.

We conducted the experiment after students had received two
months of instruction On writing memos and reports. In fourclass
hours, we taught the treatment group strategies-for planning, trans-
lating., and reviewing dictated cominunications, with an emphasis
on planning. We used handouts, transParencies, assignments, and
tapes of dictated communications to teach the composing process of
dictation. Although we sometimes encouraged students in the treat-
ment group to compose aloud, they never dictated complete, origi-
nal communications and had no advantage of practice over the con-
trol group. During; the same time period, we reviewed with the
control group the rhetorical context of the composing process, em-
phasizing writer, message, and audience. We used handouts, assign-
ments, and taped communications in the lessons. Essentially, the
control group reviewed principles of writing similar to those the
treatment group learned for the composing process of dictation,
using the same kinds of instructional materials.

The treatment and control groups for each time period met
together for one hour to learn the technical aspects of dictation.
The joint sessions assured that all groups received the same training
in using the dictation equipment; in informing the transcriptionist
of format. punctuation, and spelling; and in speaking clearly. A La-
nier sales representative furnished the portable dictation equip-

---ment-iind-vondueted-the-traiiting-scssions-to-simulate dictation in-
that on-the-job writers typically receive. After his instruc-

tion, all students practiced using the equipment and addressing the
transcriptionist.

Alter learning the technical process of dictation, all students re-
ceived the same structured assignment. They assumed the .role of a
job recruiter who had received a memo from the personnel director
of a, manufacturing company; the memo contained instructions to
interview job applicants. lb simulate the interviewing process, stu-
dents viewed a 15- minute filni in which three men applied for jobs.
Students then decided which applicant(s), if any, to hire, based on
duir note's from the film and on information in the personnel direc-
tor's memo describing the job openings and company guidelines for
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hiring. (See appvinlix N for a copy of the personnel director's
memo.) The next day, the students dictated their first-time-final
memos.'" Seated alone in office cubicles and using the same dicta-
tion equipment on which they had practiced in class, students die-
tat J their memos from outlines or notes but not from texts written
befct.eand. A professional transcriptionist then typed the memos.

Evaluation Methods and Results
To evaluate the quality of students' dictated memos, we trained

two raters to score the memos holistically and analytically. Raters
used holistic, general impression scoring to evaluate the overall
effectiveness of the memos. Using a scale of one to four and a iubric
with sample memos that defined each score, the two raters inde-
pendently evaluated each memo. Raters then used analytic scoring
to evahite certain features of the memos which the treatment
group 3t,rcl learned to plan as part of their training in the composing
process of dictation: heading, purpose statement, summary of rec.,
ommendations, body, fin-mat, grammar and mechanics, and style.
Using a range of good, average, and poor, and a rubric with sample
memos tfrAt defined each category, the raters independently scored
the memos on each of the seven features.

To calculate rests from the evaluation, we used statistical tests
to analyze the holistic and analytic scores. In general, these tests
show(: that memos dictated by the treatment group were signifi-
cantly Getter than those dictated by the control group. Our major
hypsallesis of theexperimentthat-students in the treatment group,
taught both the composing and technical processes of dictation,
would dictate better memos than students in the control group,
taught only the technical processwas supported by an analysis of
variance test of the holistic scores. This test showed a difference in
the memo scores of the two groups at the .01 level of significance as
reported on the next page in Table 3.1, Test (or Differences Between
Groups, Holistic Scores.

Our minor hypothesisthat specific features of the memos dic-
tated by the two groups would differwas supported by statistical
t-tests of the analytic scores for three of the seven features: heading,
purpose statement, and format. These results are reported in Table
3.2, Test for Differences Between Groups, Analytic Features. Other
statistical tests showed that total analytic scores also diGred at a .01
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Table 3.1
Thst for Differences Between Croups, Holistic Scores

Group X 81) F .

Truatooit 2.24 .74 9.86*

Control 2.03 .SI

Ilolistic scores rangml h to 4.
Nutt..

A diffrtmue at the .01 i:411iIicance

Test for Diflerences t-_nouns, Analytic Features

:u: tic Feature Hi MN
SI)

CNTRL

4.98 ., : i.04 129 1.99t
:{ - , ::tatllk, 4.34 2.51 1.39 1.58 2. 23t ..

:-, . 5.07 4.61 LIG 1.61 1.33

t'r . 4.3-1 3.:33 1.42 1.15 1.3''
,: .. .:..i 5.41 4.59 .95 1.40 3.15*

$.r-nonar/Met1.anics 4.05 3.78 ;.(;ii 1.13 1.09

SO. 4.17 3.80 1.02 1.25 1.45

Notv:
-*A- Llitto coo.. at the .0I levt.1- of significance.
t A tliffcro.,..ct. at 01...05 level or significance.
Attalvtit: ...a.ores for each ftattire ranged from 2 to 6.

level of significamo. In addition, results suggest that differences be-
tween groups were not a fa: or of instructor variables.

To check 'lie reliability of our evaluation methods, we calculated
agreement between the raters' scores. The holistic scores had an in-

'tentiter reliability correlation coeffict:nt ,:f r .90 and for rwerall
lnalytie scoring, r = .91.' Accord:ag to Paul Diederich, an ..nterra-
ter reliability coefficien' 4r = .80.is high enough for program eval-
uation in composition.'' Therefore, the reliability of the setOng
methods is strong enough to support conclusions from the restl:;..
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Discussion
Prior to experiment, all students had been randomly assigned

to a treats.. ut or a control group and had received the same amount
and kind of training in business writing. During the experiment, all
students received the same training in using the equipment, speak-
ing Clearly, and addressing the transcriptionist. Therefore, we con-
clude that the difference between the memo scores of the treatment
group and the control group supports the importance of teaching
students how to adapt the composing process of writing, particu-
larly planning, to dictation. The treatment group's ability to dictate
memos with more effective headings, purpose statements, and for-
e...its further demonstrates the importance of teaching planning
strategics for dictation. .A correct heading indicates that the dictator
identified the primary and secondary audiences by name and role,
the date, and the topic and purpose of the memo ...;reflectedinthe..
subject line. An effective purpose statement shows that the dictator
analyzed the context, task, and purpose for writing the memo. A
well-fo, matted memo suggests that true dictator signaled paragraphs,
spacing, underlining, and/or special features such as starred lists or
charts. Superior performance on these three features by students in
the group reflects careful planning.'

Our conclusin that students benefited from studying the com-
posing 2-:mess of dictation is further supported by students' written
e luations. : t a questionnaire completed immediately after the ex-
periment, a majority of the students in both groups agreed with the
staterrnt: had no trouble using the dictation equipment." How-
ever, only i,r tl treatment group did a majority of students agree
with stateu,ent: "I planned my dictation well." Our results
showed that teaching st....tents to adapt the pen-in-hand proess to
composing on the new systems improved their peribrnatece.

fn discussim freshman and prof ssionally oriented :?.dvanced
composition, .t.1: have attempted 'to ek,cribe how teachers can use
research on tn: w communication systems to formulate teaching
girds. V: have Hsi) shown how such goals can he translated into
performance objectives and assignments. Finally, we have demon-
strated how experimental research can allow teachers to test the
cffect!,. ,nes,: of t'h-Ar

hay( wn. er, rurposely avoided notions of a I, '.uristic class-
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room where aSSIglililelltti are sent by ((111'011k' nriil and When! each
slnelenl has a computer \'ith \vord processing and printout capabili-
ties. NVe have also tried to avoid making composition teachers feel
that they are too far behind the times to catch up with the rapidly
changing technology. Unlike Northrop Frye who writes, "When I
read symposia by technical experts telling me \dna the world will be
like 100 years from now, I feel . . . as though I were in Noah's flood
climbing a tree:" we, as teachers of composition, have a sturdy ark
in the cognitive process model of composing. a model that can ac-
coinnimiate the changes brought about by new technological sys-
tems. As teachers of composition, we still have the same subject to
teach writing. But we also have a responsibility to conduct re-
search that will allow us to teach writing as it will be used by our
students nowand in the future.
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The New Technologies Offer
Challenging Prospects for Research

MANY ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS AWAIT OUR RESEARCH: WORD PRO-
cessors, electronic mail, information retrieval systems, teletext
cable connections, teleconferencing networks. Technical words,
these, and perhaps too futuristic to attract the interest of many
teachers in our profession. But they are no more technical than
"television" or "computers" or "communication satellites" or "space
shuttles" were a generation ago. Nor are they as inturistic as manly
teachers think.

On 2S January 1982, we participated in a day-long international
teleconference for on-the-job writers which discussed each of the
systems mentioned above, and mre.' The teleconferenccincluded____
1,2:30 participants in 22 large cities in Canada and the United States.
Speakers described the new technologies from the main conference
site in Dallas, and the rest of usin Toronto, Boston, Philadelphia,
Atlanta, Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Vancouverasked
questions over the telephone and received immediate on- screen an-
swers. Isaac Asimov, author of over 200 hooks on science, including
several dozen science fiction novels, opened the discussion with a
talk entitled, "Of Time, Space, and Other Things." In his talk, Asi-
mov emp!lasized this theme: "Electronic communication is the
great,t most fr-reaching transformation thus far in,history . . .

with the pote:.tial of further humanizing the global community by
putting each it ividual in contact with the rest of the world."

Fro') Jur conference site in Indianapolis, we asked the speakers
this qu "Are there certain communication skills that students
should learn in college which will help them adapt to this transfor-
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illation in communications? Answers by the panelists included the
t011owing points: -Thinking is the main skill students will needto
gather. organize, and disseminate infUrmation"; "Students will need
creativity to synthesize, plan, and present their messages effec-
tively : ie..t generation will embrace the technology easily
watch them now, IS they play the mos( complicated video games.
What they'll need to learn in college are the thinking and planning
strategies that will make the technology work for them."2

If we are to believe those in the fOrefront of technological change,
the challenge to our profession is clear: We will have to help our

'students develop cognitive processes they can adapt incredi-
file technological changes they will confront in then livesnot
technical skills that are system-specific. but thought processes that
are versatile, flexible, and adaptable to a wide range of technologies.
Our research on dictation systems suggests that the new technolo-
gies will rely heavily on reading, writing, speaking, and listening,
perhaps in new combinations and with new emphases. It suggests,
further, that processes such as creative problem-solving, planning,
organizing, and using language effectively will be more crucial in
the future than any of us can easily imagine.

The burgeoning white-collar work force will, as TolTier and others
have pointed out, be immersed in processing information. For those
of us responsible for teaching composition, technological change
will mean that more students of varying abilities and ages will have
to be taught-to think; write, and speak_effectively.3 In this connee7
Hon. the very technologies we have been discussing may come to
our rescue as pedagogical tools, as devices fir individualizing in-
struction in invention, style, grammar, spelling, and mechanics.
But in other, perhaps more significant ways, the new technology is
likely to help us as wellin suggesting new directions for produc-
tive research. in encouraging us to establish useful connections be-
tween the classroom and the world at large, and in justifying our
professional pursuits.

Suggesting New Directions fbr Productive Research

At the end of chapter 2, we listed 11 questions that emerged from

our investigation of' how writers compose on the new dictation sys-
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tents. These questions suggest three central considerations for re-
search: developing interdisciplinary research projects, choosing ap-
propriate research methods to investigate the effects of the new
technologies on writing, and selectirr; settings, clientele, and topics
for such research. We would now like to explain how teachers of
writing can incorporate these considerations in their research.

Developing Interdisciplinary Projects
Understanding the effects of the new communication media de-

pends on some understanding of the technology itself; it also re-
quires attention to related research in business, computer science,
cognitive- psychology, oral communication, linguistics, and organi-
zational behavior. Future research in composing is therefore likely
to benefit from collaborative, interdisciplinary efforts. While there
is some precedent for interdisciplinary researchin the-work of
Flower and Hayes, one from English and the other from psychol-
ogy, in journals such as Educational Psychologist and Educational
Technology. and in some of the newer anthologies, such as Hartley's
The Psychology of Written Communication and Kroll and Vann's Ex-
ploring Speakn4-Writing Relationshipswe will have to extend
our professional alliances with those who are conducting research in
related fields. Ideally, such collaborations might bring together in
joint authorship people in such fields as computer technology, psy-
chology, and composition. And it might, as it did in our project,
draw on the-expertise of-people in such-fields-in-a -less-formal-way.
We consulted, for example, people at Purdue University and Louisi-
ana State University from the departments of Computer Science on
technical infbrmation, Education on research design, Mathematics
on statistical analysis, Psychology on memory research, and Commu-
nications on oral delivery. Futhermore, we gathered information
from people in business and government who were in charge of
overseeing and reporting on the use of the new technology in their
organizations. In a world where writing is so tightly intertwined
with other activities and where research is so rapidly advancing on
many fronts, the need for interdisciplinary cooperation stands out as
an essential, perhaps the most essential, requirement for research
on the effects of technological change on writing.
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Choosing, Research N1(thods
'We can gain insight into the practices and needs of writers through

concurrent and thorough research on several frontstheoretical,
historical. descriptive, and experimental.

.Veto thew-et/ea/ studies should explore appropriate professional
responses to change, useful directions fOr interdisciplinary inves-
tigations, applications of classical rhetoric.to writing and speaking
vis-a-vis the new media. and the potential the new systems hold (Or
humanistic education. For example, we will have to consider inven-
tion within a wider context, a context which includes a fuller range
of composing options. and in which invention heuristics are flexible
enough to incorporate the novel demands and the changing features
of composing On the new systems.

New /Lis/o/ad studies should demonstrate how ehange has ail
lotted composing in the past. \Ve lOund, (Or example, the work of
Ong. Corbett-.and Gere_essentiaLto our understanding of this latest
itt a series of canges brought about by technology. Ong's discussion
()I' the effects Of printing On one of the staples of Renaissance read-
ing, thc commonplace book, was especially helpful in demonstrat-
ing how the technology of printing virtually translOrmed the logic,
ordering. contents, and format of a specific genre.. We hare. how-
ever. limn(' little comparable research on typewriters. telephones,
or television.' Surely, these media have influenced writing. Inves-
tigating than carefUlly is likely to offer insight into the effects oldie
newer technologies on oral and written composing.

Descriptive research should investigate the activities of those
who compose in a variety of ways (Or it variety of reasons. Such re-
seach might include ethnographic or naturalistic studies, case stud-
ies including protocol analysis. field studies, longitudinal studies,
and content analysis Of messages. Case studies conducted in labora-
tory settings. such as those of Flower and Ilayes. Gould, and Mat-
sohashi, can bring the composing process under chose scrutiny, al-
beit in an artificial environment, and provide useful insights into the
intricacies of cognitive activities. Descriptive field studies con-
ducted in the workplace, such as those of Faigley and \hiller, Odell
and Goswami, and Van Dyke, can raise and answer important re-
search questions. For example, Faigley and Miller, in their field
study of 200 people in various occupations, examined (Hit only what
on-the-job writers composed but also how they composed, a proce-
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(lore v.-hich led the to conclude: -etcctronic Welty: logy will have
long-range eflects on writing."'

Furthermore. some of the most enlightenffig descriptive studies
are those conducted by people who actually participated in on-the-
job writing projects. such as Knob lau) and Siegel, and drew from
their own experience extremely useful insights about the collabora-
tive nature of on-the-job writing. Would it he too rash to suggest
that college teachers. like their students. participate in internship
programs to gain first-hand experience with composing in b., Aness,
industry. and government? This enterprise would be comparable to
the experience of teachers who :Mended the Bay Area Projects and
actually wrote what they were asking their students to write; these
teachers were. in a sense. in school. doing several kinds of academic
writing. It is likely that experience in on-the-job settings, where
college graduates will do most of their writing, we uld oiler equally
ylloable rowards_in-deseriptivi,2_research

And finally. a close examination of the products written or dic-
tated by writers in different occupations. especially when multiple
drafts are available. is likely to shed new light on how writers com-
pose using diflerent media. For example. the transflimation of writ-
ten material into simplified graphic firm a process hardly touched
upon in our professionis becoming increasingly widespread be-
cause of word processing and teleconferencing.' Examining a series
of drafts of icli communications will allow us to track this and other
kinds of' revisions writers now make on their jobs and provide fur-
tIter insight into the effects of technological change on writing.

Experimental research. including both true and quasi experi-
ments. has not been conducted widely in our profession. Ijowever,
recent experimental studies. like the one described in chapter 3,
suggest that experimental research can he used to test the effective-
ness of pedagogics derived from theoretical and descriptive inves-
tigations. Similarly. experiments can be designed to evaluate the
effectiveness of' written messages of' different kinds."' And finally,
experinental research can provide important infiirmation on the
eflects of the medium on the writer, reader. speaker, listener', or
viewer. As Dell I lyines explains, "We really know very little as to
the role of the medium of' language. . . . We need particularly to
know the meanings of' media relative to one another within the con-
text of given roles. settings. and purposes." Drawing on deserip-
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bons of composing by those who write, dictate, and use word pro-
cessors in their work,' researchers will he able to design usefid
experiments which identify differences in the effectiveness of mes-
sages produced with different media.

Theoretical, historical, descriptive, and experimental research
which directly addresses the relationships between the new tech-
nologies and writing will open new trails of investigation for those
daring enough to hollow them.

Selecting Research Settings, Client,...le, and lipies
Investigating the effects of electronic media on composing will re-

quire new combinations of research activitiesin the library, in the
(offices of researchers in other disciplines and professions, in the lab,
in the classroom, and especially on the job. In the past few years,
studies of on-the-job writers have multiplied; similarly, research as-
sociated with writing-across- the-eurrietthim-has-tised-as-its-totieli--
skull' the kinds of' writing that college graduates do in specific disci-
plines. The two settings in which re.,carch on technological change
is likely to flourish are in the workplace and in academe. While the
studies referrcd to most frequently in this book prove that the work-
place is an appropriate setting for descriptive research in compo-
sition, research in the academic setting may prove equally pro-
ductive, for often the very electronic media which are changing
communications in banks, hospitals, and government agencies are
loving used in colleges and universities fin administration, research,
and teaching.

iIn w -Ring this hook, we began our research in the personnel
office it PtirduLKurversity. We took the short course in word pro-
ce.ssink interviewed staff...members about how the new electronic
systernwcre affecting their writing, and used the personnel li-
brary, which contained collections of magazines and journals we had
never read befOreDatamation, Modern Office Procedures, The
Office, and Word Processing Systems. Though our use of the aca-
demic workplace was largely a feel-your-way-around enterprise,
others have conducted more organized studies on the applications
of the new technology in administration and researc." A vast, un-
explored territory awaits the imaginative researcherin the profes-
sional schools, where public health administrators dictate their re-
ports, where management faculty use data processing and word
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processing systems around the clock to write economic forecasts,
where engineers design graphic aids and compose collaborative re-
ports using computers, and where law faculty and students tap into
elaborate storage and retrieval systems. Furthermore, universities
are organizing teleconferences and interactive instructional produc-
tions which rely heavily on the new telecommunications technol-
ogyto teach farmers about the newest. pesticides, to keep doctors
informed on recent developments in epidemiology, and to apprise
dentists of new clinical techniques. One need not leave campus to
learn about or conduct useful research on new electronic media; in
this field, the media have come to the researcher.

And so have the users of electronic systems. Those who use the
new mediawhether they be top administrators, faculty members,
librarians, news service personnel, or clerical staff offer a virtually
untapped source of research information. Combining studies of
these groups with studies of other on-the-job writers is likely to pro-
duce useful cumulative results on the effects of the new technology
on the white-collar work force. Finally, there are, of course, our stu-
dents, \\ill) have borne the brunt of our research efforts thus far and
who are likely to continue as the main subjects of our descriptive
and experiinental studies.

Topics for research in technological change are as diverse as the
new technologies themselves. In this book, we have explored the
effects of a single new system on the composing process, and we
have listed at the beginning of this chapter several other important
systems which warrant consideration. But many intriguing ques-
tions about the effects of the new technology on writing remain. For
example, what changes occur when students have access to bibli-
ographic retrieval systems instead of card catalogues and index
books for their research papers? In writing this book, we used,
among other methods, computerized bibliographic searches of sev-
eral data-bases: ABI /INFORM, ERIC, Dissertation Abstracts, Lan-
guage and Language Behavior Abstracts, and Management Con-
tents. We thereby had at our disposal important literature we would
not have thought to consider: for example, articles from the liar-

) tard Business Review, Harvard Educational Review, Management
World, and Nation's Business, as well as dissertations from business,
communications, and psychology. Or what will happen when, as Pe-
ter McWilliams whimsically suggests, students have access to term
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paper data banks from which they can buy papers stored On tape,
flavor them with a personal style at the word processor. and turn
them in to unsuspecting teachers?" More seriously, the topics fOr
research in our field are likely to range from new ways of incorporat-
ing oral perfOrmance in composition classes to new ways of teaching
students to read efficiently enough to use the nontechnical but often
complex documentation that accompanies word processing pro-
grams. And future research is likely to include close, interdisciplin-
ary examination of hmg-term and short -term memory, especially as
it operates in written and oral composing. Because the new technol-
ogy is at a creative stage in its development, our profssion has the
opportunity and the responsibility to match it with equally creative
research on composing.

Establishing Useful Connections Between the Classroom
acid the World at Large

Iln research pursuits we have suggested are likely to offer sev-
eral benefits to the students we teach. By forcing us ni look beyond
the sentence. the paragraph, and the essay, such research will open
a new window to the outside world. It will suggest readings and top-
ics for student investigation which are related to the lives they arcs
living and the lives they will live. Stories by Isaac Asimov and
Arthur Clarke can be carefully selected and skillfidl combined with
short nonfiction readings about electronic media in speaking and
writing assignments that underscore the possible consequences of
technological change. Short writing assignments, like those we de-
veloped for the audio mail unit described above, can be based on
subjects students know something about, yet allow them to extend
their knowledge by reading and writing. Research assignments in
which students conduct structured interviews and related library
research, then share their findings with classmates, will enlighten
the class as well as the instructor. Our aim here is not to provide a
grab hag of pedagogical ideas but to suggest that when teachers look
beyond the accustomed topics of composition research, they will
discover new ways of engaging student interest by making connec-
tions between writing in school and writing beyond school.

Furthermore, such research is likely to change the fncus of some
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composition classes by introducing new approaches to teaching.
When. for example, we were involved several years ago in an ex-
tnded oral biography project, we arranged for an: instructional de-

Nelopment grant which allowed us to use tape recorders in teaching
an advanced composition course in oral biography and oral history.
Students created their own research projects. conducted and re-
corded dozens of interviews, did research in the library, and pro-
duced finished products. some so polished that they became part of
archival collections or were published. Because they had read oral
histories and biographies such as Studs Terkel's Working and Merle
Miller's Plain Speaking. the students felt that they were conducting
research as writers actually do. Cur we are teaching a course
in advanced composition in which students are reading Tracy Kid-
der's The Soul of a New Alachine and writing papers on how the new
technology is affecting the professions they will be entering. Simi-
larly. teachers who have become interested in word processing or
telecommunications have been able to build successful courses
around these media.'' Others have developed televised courses fiw
continuing education.

We have also found that when research on the new technology
finds its way into the classroom, it encourages improvement and
provides motivation for learning HON composing strategies. For in-
stace, Mimi Schwartz reports that using word processors to teacb,..-
writing can reduce initial fears of making mistakes, and . .

courage a great willingness to explore meanings..."' Furthermore, in
the short dictation unit introduced in our business. wrifing classes,
students consistently agreed that the strategies they learned would
be useful to them in the future.

Fin: Ily, of course, teachers who have investigated the new media
are in . better position to prepare themselves and their students for
the future. They can raise legitimate questions about the effects of
technology on human heings.and discuss these questions in class.
They can identify communication options students are likely to en-
counter on their jobs and discuss which is most suitable in a specific
situation. They can;"with some authority, underscore with specific
examples the need fOr creativity and problem-solving in On-the-job
writing. And they can introduce a wider range of composing op-
tions, some relying entirely on memory, others on oral presenta-
tion. and still others On pen-in-hand composing. Tei chess who
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have, through their ow'.
it now exists will be be
temporary Nvorld of wv.
writing after school.

Justifying Professional Pursth:

xplored the world of writing as
.nake connections between the
1 and the long-term world of

Rather than suggesting that the wind of technological change is
bringing a stormy season for readiog, writing, listening, and speak-
ing, our research has shown that These four communication skills
will be absolutely essential.in the :7ears to come. The quintessen-
tially dehumanizing activities as,,,.,., ;.::zed with assembly line produc:
tion are likely to be supplanted by %.,:..iler activities which depend in
large measure on literacy, problem solving, and imagination. As-
suming that the technical skills required to use the new media will
be learned routinelyat home, where people learn to use tele-
phones and tape recorders, or on the job, where they learn to use
specific kinds of teleconferencing and word processing equipment
teachers of English will be free to concentrate on their traditional
professional pursuits with enough flexibility to accommodate change.

Clearly; reading will be essential. In the largest sense, it will be
essential to develop insight into the impact of change on the quality
of life. Only reading can prepare those who will be leaders in the
future to make wise decisions, based not only on marketplace con-
siderations but also on human well-being. One of the most inter-
esting issues raised repeatedly in the literature on the new com-
munication systems is concern for the human consequences of
technological change.'' How will computers affect roles and rela-
tionships in the workplace? How can the new technologies be used
to encourage creativity? What are the educational applications and
consequences of technological change ?'" Answering such questions
requires insight which can only be-cultivated by readingof litera-
ture, history, sociolo :and other humanistic disciplines.

Similarly, practical eading skills will be necessary for people to
conununicate well. Our own research has shown that those who-use
dictation equipment rely on internalized patterns of printed texts
graphic, syntactic, and stylisticto speak messages that will look
like writing. Also, those who learn to uze the new technology will
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have to be able to read complex material with high comprelic;.sion
at a reasonable speed. A student at Stanford Law School recently
told us that he was amazcd to discover, when composing a law re-
view article- on the computtir, how important reading was, in this
case reading the documentation accompanying his text-editing pro-
gram! Another student at the University of Michigan described the
process of translating written reports of geographic surveys i.mo
computerized graphic form.° The new tech,,ology is likely to re-
quire reading skills indireedy or directly related to the professions
our students choose to enter. skills which cut across all professions
and are essential for success.

Writing will be an equally important skill in a society based on
communication. Whether in electronic or printed form, messages
written in English, now the main language of international trade,
will enable people throughout the world to communicate rapidly
and, one hope's. effectively. In addition to teaching freshman and
advanced writing classes at colleges and universities, teachers will
be called upon increasingly to teach Innitraditional students in
nontraditional settings. They may find themselves teaching run-
time workers in weekend programs, housewives in shopping cen-
ters. and On-the-job writers in the workplace, in the United States
and .abroad.2u

Furthermore, teachers may find themselves incorporating in
their classes not only the traditional material of college composition
courses but also material on dictation, oral presentation, and listen-
ing. Although speech communication programs in many colleges of-
fer courses in oral presentation, it is likely that speaking and writing
will he so intertwined in the new media that composition teachers
will have to address connections between the two modes in a direct
way and provide more opportunities for students to learn from one
another by speaking and listening. While our research on dictation
systems demonstrates the need for consistent instruction in speak-
ing and writing, our experience at the teleconference described
above provides another example. Not only did we receive printed
material to accompany the talks given by panelists at the central stu-
dio site, Ina we saw on the television screens printed outlines,
charts. graphs,' and electronic displays of printed text, and we re-
sponded by phone to the talks we heard and the graphics we .saw,
The new media are combining speaking and writing; in our com-

r.
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position classes. we will probably be doing the same in the years
to come.

lu introducing this book, we said that the main question now fac-
ing our profession is how to determine appropriate and productive
responses to technological change. The answers we have presented
are two. We can respond to change by conducting carehil research
which describes the world of writing as it now exists and pinpoints
areas we will have to address in our teaching. And we can develop
new and effective pedagogics which respond to our research find-
ings. As we have shown in this chapter, the relationship between
research and teaching is, like \MMus strip, continuous: neither
ever ends.'' If you take a pair of scissors to a Nliibius strip and cut it
lengthwise, von will find that on the first cut you produce a strip
twice as long. and on the second cut you produce two strips of the
same length which are looped tegethen NIObius strips.'like the new
cumin iiicat ion technologies, are complicated. Nlatheinaticians have
Inund it useful to map the intrimcies of Nliibius strips one by one:to'
figure out why changes occur: and to identify the implications of
these changes for other fields.

Similarly. those of us who teach writing would be wise to move
carefully through the new cotm»unication systems, learn how and
why they are li'Kely to affect our profession, and apply what we have
learned*to our teaching. As Ong observes. "in the present and hi-
hire as we live with the electronic media, we are finding and will
find that these have not wiped out anything but simply complicated
eve,ything endlessly."22 If we are to cut through the complications
introdoced by the new technologies, we will have to address them
in our research, synthesize our findings, and apply what we learn to
our teaching. To keep oarorolession alive within the context of
change, we have much exciting work ahead.
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Appendix A
Interview List: Administrators,

Systems Supervisors, and
Transcriptionists*

Anderson, Robert G., President, Anderson's Paint and Decorating
Company, 7 July 1980; Alin Arbor, MI.

Bates, Cheryl, Administrative Secretary, Harris, Lax and Gregg,'
Attorneys-at-Law, 8 July .1980, Ann Arbor, MI.

Bates, Percy, Assistant Deputy Director, United States Department
of Education, 19 Aug. 1980, Washington, DC.

Botts, Lee, Chairman, GLBC, 6 July and 5 Aug. 1980.
Boyd, Linda, Secretary, Credit Department, MDSI,. 1 July 1980.
Bunting, Kirk, Credit Assistant, MDSI, 1 July 1980.
Desenlantes, Gloria, Manager, Dictation and Word Processing Ser-

vices, SFI, 29 Aug. 1980. .

Doolin, Colleen, Supervisor, Word Processing Center, MBT, 11
July 1980, and 13 Aug. 1980.

Duncan, Jonna, Executive Assistant to Vice-President, MDSI, 1
July 1980.

Caller, Bernard A., Professor of Computer and Communication
Sciences, Associate Director, University of Michigan Computing
Center, and Editor-in-Chief, Annals of the History of Comput-
ing, 6 June and 28 July 1980, Ann Arbor, MI.

* For abbreviation key, see page 95.
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1 leighway, George. Director, Division of Health Facilities, !SIM;
31 Judy 1980.

thirst, Robert. Division Manager, Metro West, MBT, 11 July 1980.
Jennette, Pegg,. Supervisor, Word Processing Center, NIDS1, 1

July 1980.
Koers, Mary, Chief, Agency Correspondence Section, 1SB11. 31

July 1980.
Manes. Jack L., Jr.. Vice-President, Human Resources. NI USI. 1

July 1980.
McIntire, Earl. Credit Nlanager. \IDS!, 1 July 1980.
NIcKenzie. Alan. Associate Professor of English and Chairman of

W(»11 Processing Committee, Purdue University. 23 Jnly 1980.
Meyer, Louis, Water Resources Planner. GLBC, 26 June 1980.
,Monteith. Tim, Water Resources Engineer, GLBC, 26 June 1980.
Morales. Jorge, Manager, Word Processing Systems, NIBT, 11 July

1980.,

Morgan, Cricket, Supervisor, Word Processing Systems, Purdue
University, 21 April, 21 July. and 28 July 1980.

Nturehie, William D., Director, Bureau ()I' Management and Ser-
vices, !Slit!, :31 July 1980.

Romano, Frank, Executive Development Center, IBNI, 1 April
1980.

Roy, Douglas, Network Distribution Services, NI BT, 13 Aug. 1980.
Ruddy, Elizabeth J., Executive Administrator, NIDSI, 26 June and

1 July 1980.
Simonenko. Stun. General Administrative Assistant in Charge of

Dictation Network and \'()rd Processing, MBT 13 Aug. 1980.
Sonzogni. William C., Director, Environmental Studies, GLBC, 26

Julie 1980.
Sullivan, Rose Ann C., Water Resources Engineer, GLBC, 26 June

1980.

We interviewed these people at work in locations in the eastern
third of the country. We consider this a representative sample for
two reasons: (I) The interviewees represent a wide range of organi-
zational settingslarge and small: business, industry, government,
and the professions: (2) Results from this sampk) have been con-
firmed by interviews with other systems users and word processing
personnel in Arizona, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii,
New York, and Texas.
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Abbreviation Kra I() Companies in Which More than One
Inlet-clew Was Conducted

(AMC United States Great Lakes Basin Commission
:3.175 Plymouth Rd.
Ann Arbor, NII 48106

'SIM Indiana State Board of Ilealth
1:3:3(1 \\''. Michigan St.
Indianapolis, IN 46206

Nun Nlichigan Bell Idephone Company
Bell Building
Detroit, MI 48226
Regional Offices: and Southfield

NIDSI Nlanufacturing Data Systems International
1251 Plymouth Rd.
Ann Arbor, NII 48106

S Fl State Farm Insuranci
2550 NoWiwestern Ave.
\V. Lafayette, IN :17906
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Appendix B
Questions on Structured
Interview Form

1. What are your main job responsibilities?

9. How do you divide your work time in terms of various tasks?

3. What percent of your time is spent writing or dictating?

4. What kinds of communications do you typically write, and what
percent of your writing time is devoted to each?

5. What kinds of communications do you typically dictate, and
what percent of your dictating time is devoted to each?

6. Describe the process you go through when you dictate from the
time you decide to dictate a communication to the time you
sign it.

7. Arc your dictated communications usually first-time-final, or do,
you change them and have them retyped? If you do, what kinds
of changes do you typically make?

8. How long does it take between the time you dictate and the time
you get your communication back for reviewing or signing?

9. How does dictation differ from your other writing?

10. What specific skills do you need to dictate?

11. If you were going to teach someone to dictate very efficiently,
that is, to prOduce communications which were effective the
first time around, what tips would you give?
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Appendix C
The Process of Dictation

ACTIVITY TYPF, OF COMNIUNATION
First-t line , Adapted

Draft Final roan Record

Choosing Dictation Option
Pre-dictation Planning

*Ss** 'ft.***

Clarifying Purpose **** **** ***
Remembering: Assembling **** ** ***
References

Attending to Long -term ***
Audiences

Attending to Short-term *** **,** **
Audiences

Attending to Content = **** **** ** ***
Organiz;ng **** ***** *** ***
Making Notes *** **** *5** **
Making Outlines *** *

Distinguishing Between **** ***** 5
Speaking and Writing

Translating During Dictation
Following Equipment
Instruct ions

Giving Directions to Short-
term Audience

Planning Paragraphs

Planning Sentences

Planning Sentences

s*** ***** ,r*
*** *****

*** ****
**** ***** *5*

*55* ***** ***
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Planning Phrases/Words
Structures
Adding New 1111bl-illation

Correeting Tape
Attaching Notes for Typist

****

***

*

***

. *****

*****

*****

***

****

***

*****

'*****

*1*

*

*

Reviewing: Revising/Editing/Correcting

On 'liege

On Draft
On Final Copy
Of Content
Of Organization

Of Style

By Dictator
By Typist

By Others

*****

***

*****

****

*4

*4**

***

****

*****

***

*4*

***

*4*

****

*****

***

4***

***

**

*4*

***

**

Key:
***** Essential *** Routine * Often Omitted

**** Important ** Sometimes Omitted Unnecessary
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Appendix D
Segment of Edited First Draft,

Summary of Actions'

3ItTANDINO rnmmiTTFE ON'RFSFARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

'Craverse Cite. Michivan'

0 Jun.. 10. loon

kU Natfp ov N:44 '3 1e"
ct)

(SUMMARY-OE-ACTIONS)

00
e

111. hr lef meetine of the committee/vas held downs the/ NOAA-,eonsored

wore shoe/ Great Lakes R 00000 ch. De'veloement
CD

ED
Monitoring*. ,ince this worishom\i/add Von. of the I...fle-fenee

obiective, or the R&D Committee. and since it IS CI cored hr the current AO o

chairman, Dr. Reeton. .4.-14..-eieee,ke..^al I members or the R&D

Committee were invited to attend. / In the ...ye. of a V sef summer, of this

.v...44 0 ,
wori.ShoP several major 1 .9h rre, were / recurrent / / throvelibut the

worIshoet
A

ial/tbasic sCientif on the'ero,esseb and//fat:', ofY:ontaminants
, ®

In the Oreat LaFe4 e.sten.

(continued on next page)
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t. LL-4

(1./tirt.b.14,42,74r.tftZteZ or* mconomics a$11.111tmd with watr

mollution/1(.41!"t)/thm n.4.4 to nuantif,'11oSfs and * n *** tio/61E)/

Omitted

1ci the arsmnt nerd for additional information on human health riStil from the

Annotation Key

- tape stop
i - instructions to secretary
sp- spelling direction

- sound pause
- pause filler--ah, throat clear

A - punctuation direction
o - secretary omitted
0 - secretary changed

- secretary added
x - dictator's rewording
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Appendix E
Segment of Final Copy,

Summary of Actions

STANDING COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Traverse City, Michigan
June 10, 1980

(Meeting Held during Workshop on NOAA's
5-Year Plan for Great Lakes Research, Development and Monitoring)

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS

1. A brief meeting of the committee was held during the NOAA-
sponsored workshop on Great Lakes research, development and
monitoring. Since the NOAA workshop addressed one of the
objectives of the R&D Committee, namely long -term planning
for research, all members of the R&D Committee were invited
to attend. In the way of a brief summary of the,NOAA work-
shop, several major research needs were recurrent:

(a) basic scientific research on the processes and fates of
contaminants in the Great Lakes system;

(b) more quantitative information on the economics associated
with water pollution (i.e., the need to quantify costs
and benefits);

(c) the urgent need for additional information on human
health risks from contaminants found in the lakes;

(d) comprehensive research programs which treat the lakes
as an ecosystem (the need to look at the "big picture"
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was stressed, and the need to identify interactions,
such as the need to look at point and nonpoint control
programs concurrently or how phosphorus control programs
may affect toxic substances inputs, was identified; how
institutions can be more effective by taking an ecosystem
approach was afso identified);

(e) research on how monitoring and data storage can be done
more economically and effectively.

2. It was observed that no attempt was made at the NOAA workshop
to analyze research needs with the actual five year federal
plan. At the time of the conference, the 1980-1985 plan was
not available. It is important that Congress receive infor-
mation on what needs are being inadequately addressed, not
just the needs. Consequently, the R&D Committee may wish
to addres's this problem.



Appendix F
Sample of First-time-final Letter'

(Note clipped to signed letter.)

acLot 741,4 p/to

ANNALS OF THE HISTORY OF COMPUTING Reply to:

Editor-in-Chief, Bernard A. Caller Computing Center
Assistant Editor-in-Chief, Mincy University of Michigan

Stern 1075 Beal Avenue
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
313/764-9595

June 4, 1980

Professor Fritz L. Bauer

I

_Institute fur Informatik
e Arcisstrasse 21

078000 Munich
GERMANY

a
/bear Fritz,

-
At was a great shock to learn /about /bout Klaus Samelson. I Omitted

remember very well the/good times and the arguments°we had for me

over ALGVL 5% / I know eapeciallyathat you and he were very that

close colleagues, and I'm sure tat he will be)/greatly missed./

4. /When/Heinz 2emlgek told me about Klaus., we discussed /the
preparation of a memorial article/for the Annfls. Heinz
suggested that you would beVthe appropriate person to write such
a memorial if/you would be willing to do so. //We have now had

A , n
severalIsuch memorials in the Annals, and/youvcould get an idea
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oefwildtftigniku.apprepriatetreinthem./Please let me knoOlif
you,/are willing to do this./

A

Sincerely,

Bernard A. Geller
0

th BAG:kls

CC: Nancy Stern
Heinz Zemanek
Nondy Dana

Annotation Key

/ - tape stop
i - instructions to secretary
sp- spelling direction

- sound pause
+ - pause filler--ah, throat clear
A - punctuation direction

o - secretary omitted
O - secretary changed

- secretary' added
x - dictator's rewording
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Appendix G
Flower and Hayes' Model of

Composing in Writing*

THE WRITERS LONGTERM
MEMORY

Knowledge of Topic.
Audience.

end Wooing
Dens

TASK ENVIRONMENT

THE RHETORICAL
PROBLEM

Topu
Audience
Exigency

TEXT

PRODUCED

SO FAR

WRITING PROCESSES

a

PLANNING

ORGANIZING

GOAL
SETONG

TRANSLATING REVIEWING

EVALUATING

REVISING

MONITOR

* From Linda Flower and John R. Hayes, "A Cognitive Process Theory of
Writing,' College Composition and Communication 32 (Dec. 1981): 370.
Copyright 1981 by NCTE; reprinted with permission.'
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Appendix H
Using Audio Mail: An Assignment

Situation

are the branch manager of the local Student Credit Union,
SCU, a nationwide lending institution. The graphic design depart-
ment of SCU is sponsoring a contest for employees: a competition to
design a new logo. The only stipulations arc that the design incorpo-
rate (1) the initials SCU, (2) a circle to symbolize over 75,years of
continuous service, (3) a square to represent -a solid financial basis,
and (4) a triangle to stand for the institution's motto, "Service, Trust,
and Understanding." After much doodling, you create what you
think is' an award-winning design. Since the deadline for entries is
tomorrow at noon, you call the design department to describe your
entry. When the Phone rings, you hear, "Hello. Student Credit
Union. This is Lynn Porter, design department. Our office is closed
for the day. At the tone, please leave your message." (You forgot that
the design center, located almost 800 miles away, is in a different
time zone!) You decide to take advantage of the department's audio
mail system and leave a message, hoping Lynn understands your
reason for calling and reproduces your design accurately, The $500
for the winning design will certainly come in handy!

Assignment

Assume the role of the branch manager and do the following:
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I. Create a logo incorporating the initials SC:11, a circle, a situate,
and a triangle.

Report to the writing lab today or tomorrow at the scheduled
time to tape the audio mail message for Lynn Porter. (Bring a
copy of your design and a brief outline Itm your message with
you: hOwever, do not write out detailed directions beforehand.)

1 After recording your message, you will he asked to listen to -a
classmate's audio mail message. try to reprdduce his or her logo
and evaluate the completeness and clarity of that audio !nail mes-
sage, consider the Ibilowing questions:- Ilow clear and complete
is your classmate's audio mail message? Winn parts of the mes-
sage are particularly helpful in re-creating the design? What im-
portant information did your classmate omit, either fir time de-
sign pr the message as a whole? (Be sure to note your classmate's
name and your name on the logo you draw.)

4. Be prepared to discuss your experience with audio mail at the
next class meeting. Please bring these three things to class: (1)
your own logo design; (2) the design you sketched while listening
to your classmate's tape, and (3) your evaluation of your class-
mate's main) mail message.
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Appendix I
Audio Mail: A User's Guide

Louis Mertes, in his article, "Doing Your Office Over Elec-
tronically," says of audio mail: "At !irst, bank employees confronted
with a recorded message often felt inclined to bang up.' He sug-
gests that users must be educated about how a new communication
system works and what its advantagei are. Many organizations pre-
pare user's guides to teach new employees this kind of information.
Your assignment is to prepare such a guide for users of audio mail.

Writer: You are technical writer for Student Credit Union
(SCU), responsible for preparing training -aanuals for
personnel.,

Audience: Prepare your guide for employees at SCU who are un-
familiar with audio mail. Explain what it is, how it
works, why it should be used.

Assignment: Prepare a two-page user's guide for audio mail. De-
scribe the system, explain the process, and give what-
ever other information you believe is essential for us-
ing audio mail systems effectively. Incorporate features
that make such a guide easy to use and understand:
clear organization, useful format, etc. Your goal is to
teach callers not to hang up at the sound of a recorded
message but to follow your procedures and accomplish
the original purpose for the call.

Bring a draft of your "User's Guide for Audio Mail" to class next
time for peer evaluation.
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Appendix J
Students' Responses to Unit on

Audio Mail

After students taped audio mail messages and wrote users guides,
they responded to these five statements, where SA = strongly
agree. A = agree, U = undecided, D = disagree, and Si) =
strongly disagree. The results are recorded as number of students
responding in a given category; there were 20 students in the class.

I. During this unit. I learned about communication
systems I'd never heard of before.

2. I expect to use such systems on my job some day.

:3. I particularly enjoyed learning about how audio mail
systems work.

4. Leaving an audio 'mail message helped me
understand the process better and to write a better
user's guide.

5. In the hiture when I call someone and hear, At the
tone. please leave a message.- I'll put into practice
what I learned in this unit.

SA A U D SD
1 11 2 6

4 11 3

1 12 6 1

6 14

8 11 1

12.0



Appendix K
Sources for Teaching Dictation"

Bi llett, Nancy J. "flints for Effective Dictation." Business Educa-
tion lwum 33 (Nov. 1978): 15-16.

Boris. E. Z. "Pairing of Business Communication and Word Pro-
cessing Classes." ABCA Bulletin 39 (Sept. 1976): 6.

Casady, M. J. "How to Teach Machine Dictation." ABCA Bulletin
4:3 (June 1980): 2:3-29.

Gonzalez, Jean. The Complete Guide to Effective Dictation. Boston,
4 MA: Kent, 1980.

Could. John D. -How Experts Dictate.- Journal of Experimental
Psychology: Human. Perception and Pedimnance 4 (Nov. 1978):
648-61.

I lennington, Jo Ann. "Teaching the Dictator to Dictate." Business
Education World 61 (Nov.-Dec. 1980): 21-22.

Kruk, Leonard B. "Word Processing and Its Implications for Busi-
ness Communications Courses." Journal of Business Communica-
tion 15 (Spring 1978)A-18.

Lewis, Stephen D. "Dictation Skill for Today's Offices." Business
Education Forum 35 (Oct. 1980): 12714.

Liggett, Sarah. "Preparing Students for a New Mode of Business
Communication: Dictation for Word Processing Systems." In
People and Information: The Intermix for Successful Communica-
tion: Proceedings of 1981 National Conference of the American
Business -Communication Association, pp. 207-21. Urbana, IL:
ABCA, 1981.
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Appendix L
McCoy's Memo, Used in
Dictation Assignment

To: Sarah Liggett, English 420 Instructor

From: Jim McCoy, Placement Counselor

Date: April 3, 1981

Subject: Class Presentation on Locating Summer Jobs

In our phone conversation last Wednesday, you asked me to
address your business writing class on tips for locating.
summer jobs. For my presentation to be effective, I need
the following information about your class and scheduled
meeting:

* Students' classification by school and semester

* Students' major area of study

* Number who've held summer jobs related to major

* Major area of interest -- business, industry, government,
education

Once you've confirmdd your class schedule, let me know the date,
time and place your class meets. I will be out of town the
second week in April.

I look forward to speaking with your class.
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Appendix M
Guide to Planning Effective Dictation,

Completed by Students in Response
to the Memo Assignment

TO: Identify the Audience
1. The short-term audience will transcribe your dic-

tated memo. What special considerations must be
made throughout the dictation for this audience?

2. The long -term audience will act on or be affected
by the information the memo contains. List the
name(s) below; star anyone's name who should re-
ceive a copi.....o! the memo.

4

94"-"-"-x,A."/uv fs
FROM: identify the Dictator

Name

147.45. 4,1A1,:r.-^:NAJMITIAA.C.V.A/

2 Organization

DATE: Determine the Date

What is the appropriate date to issue the memo?

SUBJECT: Specify the Subjezt
The subject line should state the topic and suggest
the purpose of the memo.

4, 4.t. .4.
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114 = Appendix M

DETERMINE PURPOSE

1. What is the context, problem, or issue of concern to the
organization?

7*V1,1 ,2,,,t/ 4 (1/Ld-e-,1-4

2. 'Does the memo respond eo previous communications on the
issue? If so, what were you asked to do?

4/3/4/ &-e,A .44-t

3. What do you wish to accomplish by sending this memo?

)1.1e. Cs4.7 4- eia.a.t,

GATHER INFORMATION AND GENERATE IDEAS

What materials and information do you need to get or give to
accom ish your purpose? List theM here.

(3)/A 3,1 G )41T CPS

at-we_ - I3-c-) :4-3 c..11F-.j5 Ore' 4,

k.n A

l'SELECT AND ORGANIZE MATERIALS
1. Number the information listed above from most to least impor-,

tant or general to specific, based on what your audience
most wants to know.

2. Determine an appropriate closing. If an action ending is
needed, what do you want your audience to do? How? Make it
easy and provide a stimulus for action if appropriate. Other-
wise, use a courteous ending.

4 2,/ I
3. Review the information you've selected. Star any information

that belongs in an attachment rather than the body of the memo.
Make a'key word outline to reflect the content and order of
your memo . 04/2,0/s/ 3: 30 kr," fi H 4yes:A.1.-64

3) .23 A.44-LAAL.

6P142.6., cis/

ATTEND TO STYLE AND FORMAT

1. What headings, spacing, special format or attachments would
complement your memo?

2. WhatWhat tone is appropriate for your purpose and audience?
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Appendix N
Personnel Director's Memo,

Used in Dictation Experiment

TO: Your Name, Recruiter

FROM: Nathan Toothmah, Personnel Director

DATE: April 10, 1981

SUBJECT: Interviewing Prospective Trainees

Currently, the plant has openings on the production line in
quality control and shipping. We have to hire qualified people
to begin our training program. I have scheduled you to conduct
screening intervie...s for three applicants on Tuesday afternoon,
April 14. Please _Ise the following guidelines.

Based on your judgment of the applicants' potential, you may
recommend that we hire none, 1, 2 or all 3 applicants. When
interviewing,

*Consider skills, work experience, education
and interpersonal skills carefully.

*Remember that it costs the company $250 to
train an employee. We have to reduce our turn-
over rate by hiring prospective long-term workers.

I need your detailed recommendations on why or why not to hire
each of the interviewees by Thursday, April 16. Please send a
copy of your recommendations to Doris Hoover, training director,
as well. Call me if you. have any.questions: 463-3362.
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ed. (try Tate [Fort north, 'IN: Texas Christian Univ. Pr., 1976], pp.
45-n). Discussing Corbett s work on classical rhetoric, Larson noted
that it encourages the writer to adapt his ideas to a particular audience,
Occasion, and set of circumstances (pp. 50-51). adaptations which, ac-
cording to our research, seem especially germane to the use of the new
systems.

66. Janice Lauer, -Toward a NIetatheory of Heuristic Procedures," College
Composition and Communication .30 (Oct. 1979): 2487.69.,

67. Anne Ruggles Ger, "A Cultural Perspective on Milking and Writing,"
in Explori»g Speaking-Writing Relationships: Connections and Con-
trasts, ed. Barry M. Kroll and Roberta J. Vann (Urbana, IL: NOTE,
1981). pp. 119-20,

68. Corbett, **What Is Being Revived ?" p. 172.

.3. Teachers Can Use Research about the New Systems in
Freshman and Advanced Composition Classes

I. W. Ross Winterowd, "Transferable and Local Writing Skills," Journal of
Advanced Compositiim 1 (Sprim r 1980): 1-3.
See for example: Laurence Behrens and Leonard J. Rosen, eds., %%frit-
ing and Reading Across the Curriculum (Boston: little, Brown, 1982).
Chapter 7, "The Age of ComputersAnd Beyond," contains several
essays that are likely to spark lively class discussions on the effects of
computer technology on writing.

3. NILuhan and Fiore, p. 69.
4. June 0. F'errill discusses these strategies in relation to 1Ass preparation

of a job description manual for an industrial firm. See "Devising New
Courses for New Clientele," 'in Teaching Business Writing: Ap-
prOaches, Plans, Pedagogy, Research, ed. Jeanne W tlalpern (Urban n,
IL: ABC, 1983), pp. 52-65.

5. Olson. p. 106. See also Flower and 1layes, "The Dynamics of Compos-
ing, pp. 36-40: and Hirsch, pp. 21-23.

6. In preparing to discuss diiii.nmces between speaking and writing,
teach:1-s Call refer to Sarah Liggett, "Relationships Between Speaking
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and Writing: An Annotated Bibliography." College Composition and
Communication, :forthcoming; and Jeanne NV. lalPern. "Differences
Between Speaking and \Vriting," College Composition and Communi-
ceition. fbrthcoming.

7. For brief descriptions.of classical invention strategies, Burke's pentad,
Roliman's pre-writing, and Pike's tagmemics, see Young, "Paradigms
and Problems,- pp. 35-39; for a description of inventive questioning
strategies, see Richard L. Larson, "Discovery through Questioning: A
Plan for Teaching Rhetorical Invention," in Contemporary Rhetoric: A
Conceptual Background with Readings, ed. W Ross NVinterowd (New
York: I larcourt, 1975), pp. 144-54.

S. Corbett, Classical Rhetoric; Linda Flower, Problem-Solving Strategies
for Writing (New York:. Harcourt. .1981); and Janice Lauer et al., Four
Worlds of Writing New York: Harper, 1981), pp. 296-327.

9. Walter J. Ong, "Literacy and Orality in Our Times," in Profession 79
(New York: Modern Language Association. 1979). p. 3.

10. James Britton, "The Composing Processes and the Functions of NVrit-
lag:. in Research on Composing: Points of Departuni ed. Charles R.
Cooper and Lee. Odell (Urbana, NOTE, 1978), p. 24.

II. Paul A. EsAholz, "The Prose Model Approach." in Eight Approaches
to Tracking Composition, ed. Timothy R. Donovan and Ben W. Mc-
Clelland (Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1980), p. 36.

12. James Moffett, Teaching the Universe of Discourse.
13. Joos,fice Clocks; and Schafer. pp. 22,31.
14. See for example: Tovatt and Miller, "Oral-Aural-Visual Stimuli Ap-

proach:. pp. 176-89; ZoclIner. pp. 267-320; Collins, pp. 198-214:
EllMwt Writing Without Teachers; and Moffett, Active Voice, pp. 21-25.

15. Hirsch. p. 162.
16. Collins, pp. 198-214.
17. ElhoW, pp. 76-116.

In our classes, we sometimes read aloud three-quarters °fa short story,
have students write what they consider appropriate endings, and have
small groupt,select the "best" ending to read to the class befbre reading
the real ending. For other ideas on listening, see: J7 N. Hook and Wil-
liam IL:Evans; The Teaching of High School English, 5th ed. (New
York: Wiley, 1982), pp. 451-76; Sara Lonsteen. Listening (Urbana, IL:
NCTE, 1979); Ralph C. Nichols, "Listening Is a 10-Part Skill," in Nor-
man B. Sigband, Communication for Manage/I-tent and Business (Glen-\view, IL: .Scott, Foresman, 1976. pp. 564-68.

19. Stein and Yates, p. 1.
20. See for example: Donald Daiker, Andrew Kerek, and Max Morenberg.
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eds., Sentence Combining and the lilicing of Writing (Akron: Univ. of
Akron Pr., 1979). and the same authors. textbook. The Writer's Options
(New York: Harper, 1979).

21. Sc e ibr example: Stephen P. Witte and Lester Faigley, "Coherence, Co-
hesion, and Writing Quality," College Composition and Communica-
tion.32 (May 1981): 189-204; Joseph M. Williams, Style: Ten Lessons in
Cla
`'Readability

and Grace (Glenview, IL: Scott, Fbresinan, 1981); Jack Selzer,
"Readability Is a Four-Letter Word," Journal of Business Communica-
tion 18 (Fall 1981); 21-32.

;Y:). William Weiss, Bell Laboratories, Short Hills, NJ, IABC Telecon-
ference.

23. Richard A. Lanham at UCLA has developed the computer-assisted
BONIER program to accompany his Revising Prose (New York:
Scribner's, 1979); and ThomasI:line at Notre Dame has developed a
computer-assisted program for improving grammar and punctuation.
See for example: Mary H. Bcavcn, "Individualized Coal Setting, Self-
Evaluation, and Peer Evaluation," in Evaluating Writing: Describing,
Measuring, Judging, ed. Charles R. Cooper and Lee Odell (Urbana,
IL: NCTE, 1977), pp. 135-53; Elbow, pp. 76-116; Moffett, Active
Voice, pp. 21-26.

25. Carl Koch and Pines M. Brazil, Strategies for Teaching the Composi-.
Hon Process (Urbana, IL: NOTE, 1978).

26. Peter A. McWilliams, The Word Processing Bouk: A Short Course in
Computer Literacy (Los Angeles: erclude Pr., 1982), pp. 57-63.

27. -Richard E. Young, ...Designing Objectives for Teaching Technical Writ-
ing Cotirses," in Proceedings: Program in Technical and Professional
Communication (Ann Arbor, MI, Aug. 1981), pp. 95-98.

28. Mertes, -Doing Your Office Over," pp. 127 -35. Articles on uses of new
communication systems appeLir regularly in magazines such as Manage-
ment World. Nation's Btisiness, and The Office.

29. Using a drawing as a springboard for writing is not an original idea.
Methods books for teaching elementary through college composition
suggest similar assignments to teach various writing principlespre-
vise language, transitions, audience adaptation. This lesson is unique in

its emphasis on skills needed for new communication systems within

the context of traditional instruction in composition.
30. The student who dictated this memo had received training in using dic-

tation equipment and addressing the transcriptionist, the kind of train-
ing most frequently given on the job. She had not learned strategies for
adapting the pen-in-hand writing process to dictation, the kind of train-
ing we believe students need most.

31. This research is summarized at the end of this chapter and detailed by
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Sarah Liggett, "Preparing Business Writing Students to Use Dictation
Systems: An Experimental Study" (Ph.D. diss., Purdue University,
1982), pp. 58-78.

:32. Helen M. McCabe and Estelle L. Popham, Word Processing: A Sys-
tems Approach to the Office (New York: Harcourt, 1977).

33. Vygotsky, p. 144..
al. C. E. Zoerner, Jr., "A Survey of Great Dictators," ABCA Bulletin 44

(Mar. 1981): 8.
35. Ileighway, structured interview.
36. Mathes and Stevenson, pp. 9-23; Jeanne W. Halpern, "What Should

We Be Teaching Students in Business Writing?" Joumal of Business
Communication 18 (Suinin 1981): 43-44.

:37. Knob lauch, pp. 154-55.
:38. Questions adapted from Mathes and Stevenson, p. 31.
39. Meyer, p. 38.
40. Paul Fitts and Michael Posner, Human Performance (Belmont, CA:

13rooks/Cole,- 1968), p. 134.
1. Zoerner, p. 9.
12. Betty R. Ricks, "The Neglected Managerial Communication Skills,"

ARCA Bulletin 44 (Dee. 1981): 25.
43. Flower and Hayes, "Dynamics of Composing," p. 31.
44. Arnold. p. 64.
5. An informal review of 14 current business writing textbooks and train-

ing manuals indicates considerable or exclusive emphasis on the techni-
. cal process of dictation-using equipment and speaking clearly-and

on giving instructions to the transcriptionist.
46. We found a local sales representative of Lanier dictation equipment

very cooperative; not only did he lend us new mierocassette recorders
for the class, but he also expertly demonstrated how to use them. After
15 minutes of instruction, students could easily operate the portable
units.

47. For a sample dictation rating sheet, see Flat ley and Vik, p. 142.
48. Kenneth R. Mayer and Bella G. Clinkscale, "Developing Dictation

Competencies in Collegiate Business Communication Courses." in Un-
furling Communication's Colors in the 80's: Proceedings, 1980 ABCA
National Conference, ed. Sam J. Bruno (Urbana. IL: ABCA, 1980),
p. 30.

49. Don Payne, "Integrating Oral and Written Business Communication,"
in Exploring Speaking-Writing Relationships: Connections and Con-
trasts, ed. Barry M. Kroll and Roberta J. Vann (Urbana, IL: NOTE,
1981), p. 195.

50. Flower, "Writer-Based Prose," pp. 19-37.
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51. \Vedeveloped this dictation unit with funds from the School of human-
ities. Social Science. and Education at Purdue University:Teachers
without money .to pay transcript ionists can have students transcribe
each other's memos.

52. Charles. R. Cooper and Lee Odell. -Introduction." Research on Com-
posing: Points of Departure, ed. Charles R. Cooper and Lee Odell (Ur-
bana. IL: NcrE, 1978). p. xi.

5:3. Although beginning dictators may not ordinarily aiin for first-time-final
copy, we asked students in the experiment to dictate first-time-final
memos so that we could more clearly evaluate their dictation skills. If
students had been allowed to revise drafts of their memos, the resulting
connnunications might largely have reflecterfrevision skillsskills that
students in the treatment and control groups had developed earlier in
the semester. For an explanation of this assignment and further infor-
matiiiii-on the experiment, see Liggett, "Preparing Business Writing
Students," pp. 53-78.

54. '11) determine interrater reliability, we calculated Pearson-product mo-
ment correlations. The holistic scores had an interrater reliability cor-
relation coefficient of r = .82 and for analytic scoring, r = .84. How-
ever. because we combined the scores from the. two raters when we
calculated analysis of variance and t-tests, the correlations could be
stepped up with the use of the Spearman-Brown formula: holistic, r =
.90; analytic, r = .91.

lnterrater reliability for specific analytic features ranged from a high
of r = .95 for summary to a low of r = .40 for grammar/mechanics. The
raters' scores correlated highest on those features that could be mea-
sured most objectively. Raters tended to agree on whether a heading
was correct and complete or whether a summary of recommendations
appeared early in the memo. Their scores correlated less consistently
on those features that could be measured more subjectively. Raters
tended to agree less on whether grammatical/mechanical errors were
scrim's or whether stylistic problems affected readability or conipre-
bensio:-..n. However, those features for which the treatment and control
groups showed significant differencesheading, purpose ,statement,
and formathave high interrater reliability coefficients (r = .86),
which suggests that those differences are based on reliable measure-
ments. Three of the featuresbody, grammar /mechanics, and style
for which the experimental and control groups did not differ have low
interrater reliability, which suggests that the raters may have had trou-
ble scoring these features. For further discussion of the reliability and
validity of the results from our clasSromn experiment, see Liggett,
-Preparing Business Writing Students," pp. 58-80.
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55. Paul B. Diederih, AfeasuringGrineth in English (Urbana, 1L: NCTE,
1971), p. 33.

56. The memos dictated by the two groups did not appear to differ signifi-
cantly in the following features; a summary of recommendations early
in the memo; a well-organized and developed body., correirt use of
grammar and mechanics; and an appropriate style. Two explanations
may account for the lack of diflerenes between the two groups on
these features. Either training in the composing process of dictation
was not more effective in preparing students in the treatment group
to plan these features, or the measurements used to judge differences
were not precise enough. Both explanations are plausible. For exam-
ple, both groups tended to summarize recommendations early in the
memo, which suggests that they relied on previously learned organiz-
ing strategies when dictating their memos. Furthermore, both raters
strongly agreed when scoring the summary feature. Since this was not
the case when they scored the body, grammar and mechanics, and
style, it is possible that the measurements may not have been precise
enough to detect differences in performance between the two groups
on these features. Follow-up studies are needed to investigate further
how training in speaking/writing relationships affects a dictator's ability
to produce first-time-final memos that are well-organized, grammati-
cally correct, and stylistically appropriate, and to determine more reli-
able methods for evaluating these features. For further interpretation
of these conclusions, see Liggett, "Preparing Business Writing Stu-
dents," pp. 77-8, 90-92.

57. Northrop Frye, "Communications," in The Little, Brown Reader, ed.
Marcia Stubbs and Barnet Sylvan (lhiston: Little, Brown. 198), pp.

4. The New Thchno logics Offer Chalk ...:mg Prospects for
Research

I. IAI3C Teleconference.
2. Panelists for thk IABC Teleconreilee who addressed our que'stion

were: Douglas I' Brush. Organizational Communication Consultant,
D/J Brush Associates. Cold Springs, NY; Willard Thomas, Chief Execu-
tive Officer. Organizational Media Systems, Fort Worth, TX; and Roger
D'Aprix, President. Organizational Communication Services, Roches-
ter, NY.

3. Good verbal skills are essential for users of the new communication
technologywhether they be high school or college graduates. A su-

-
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pervisor of a New York insurance company estimates that "70% of the
insurance firtifs correspondence most be corrected and retyped at least
once because typists working from dictation dont know how to punctu-
ate sentences and often misspell words." As new technology eliminates
rote-typing jobs, secretaries will need better verbal skills (Carol Hymo-
witz, "Remedial Bosses: Employers Take Over Where' Schools Failed to
Teach the Basics," Wall Street Journal, 22 Jan. 1981, p. 1).

4. Walter J. Ong. "Oral Residue in Tudor Prose Style," in , Rhetoric, Ro-
mance. and "Thchaology (Ithaca, NY: Cornell Univ. Pr., 1971), pp. 23-47.

5. For a general discussion of the impact of the telephone on communica-
tion. see 1. de Sola Pool, ed., The Social Impact of the Telephone (Cam-
bidge, MA: MIT Pr.. 1977). For an annotated bibliography of resources
for using television in the classroom, see: Shaun S. Smith, 'Television
and the English Teacher," English Journal 68 (Jan. 1979): 76-79. Bar-
bara S. Morris, "The Language Environment of Student Writers,"
fforum 4 (Fall 1982): 84-88, proposes.that the incoherent writing Jt ylc
of some students may have been influenced by the disconnected Ian-
gauge they hear on television, and suggests ways to help Student writ-
ers transcend the language limitations of television. Her bibliography
may prove useful for those, interested in conducting research. on the
effects of television on writing.

6. Faigley and Miller. p. 569.
7. Knoblauch, pp. 155-57; Alan Siegel. "The State of the Language: An

Up -to -Date Report on the Plain 'English Movement" (Paper presented
at ABCA International Conference, New Orleans, 21 Oct. 1982).

8. Panelists William 0. Goggins, Jane E. Peterson, and Victoria M.
Winkler described the value of faculty internships in "Academic, Gov-
ernmental, and Industrial Interfaces: Channels for Symbiotic Relation-
ships," Conference on College Composition and Communication, De-
troit, Mar. 1983. Especially relevant to using faculty internships as a
basis for research, curriculum-design, and teaching was Winkler's talk,
`41'clecommunication Systems: Designing and Evaluating Courseware."

9. Raymond Beswick and Peter Clarke, "Business Communication in the
Automated Office." preconvention workshop, ABCA International
Conference, New Orleans, 20 Oct. 1982.

10. For example, R. C. Crick, "A Technical Communication Procedure to
Produce Attitude Change through the Use of Scientifically Designed
Messages" (Ph.D. dins., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1982).

11. Dell Hymn's, "Speech and Language: On the Origins and Foundations
of inequality Ainong Speakers," Daedalus 102 (Summer 1973): 68, 70.

12. Loren Barritt, "Writing/Speaking: A Phenomenological; View," in Ex-
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ploing Speaking-Writing Relationships: Connections .und Contrasts,
ed. Barry M. Kroll and Roberta J. Vann (Urbana, IL: NCTE. 1981). pp.
124a3; Gardner. pp. 14, 15, 19; Zinsscr, pp. 96-104.

1:3. See for example: Marlyn Nlantei. **Office Automation: After the In-
stallation" (Unpublished paper, Univ. of Michigan, 1982); Alan T Mc-
Kenzie, -QWERTYUIOP: Word Processors and the Typing Chores of
an English Department.- ADE Bulletin 63 (Feb. 1980): 18-21; Gardner.
.pp. 14-15, 19.

14. McWilliams, pp. 92-93.
15. For example, Marie Flat ley at San Diego State has developed a busi-

ness writing course based on sending and receiving assignments through
an electronicmail/word processing system, and Donald Payne at Iowa
State University uses a word processor with an opaque projector in his
writing classes to teach, among other things, revision.

16. Minn Schwartz.. -Computers and the Teaching of Writing,- Educa-
tional Mchnology 22 (Nov. 1982): 27-29.

17. -Getting Down to the Basics on What Ails the U.S. Economy," inter-
view with Barry I'. Bosworth and Martin S. Feldstein, New York Times,
8 Nov. 1981, p. 4E: -Office. Automation: The Major Issues in Perspec-
tive.- MIPS Office Automation Conference, San Francisco, CA, 5 Apr.
1982: Robert A. Shift, Impact: Information Technology 5 (June 1982): 5.

IS. **Overcoming Techimphobia: Training, Technology and the Commu-
nicator," Society for Technical Communication 1983 Spring Sympo-
sium, Chicago, 23 Apr. 1983. Speakers from business and industry
vividly described the socioeducational implications:of introducing the
new technologies in the workplace, a subject of current nationwide
concern. English teachers would certainly benefit from attending
meetings or conferences which address this topic.

19. Personal communications with Andrew Halpern, Stanford Law School,
15 Dec. 1982, a nt .lichael Halpern. Univ. of Michigan. 14 Jan. 1983.

20. Lynn Quitman Troyka describes the nontraditional students we are
likely to have in _lasses in the next few years: **Perspectives on Legacies
and Literacy !,n i980s,- College Composition and Communication
33 (Oct. 1982): 252-62, Also see: James Michels, "Teaching Reading
and Writing to Adults with Audio Cassette Tapes,- College Composi-
tion and Comm,. ,ication 33 (Oct. 1982): 317-20; James R. East and
Ronald Strald, un and Shop: Teaching Composition in Shopping
Centen..- College Composition and Communicathin 33 (Oct. 1982):
267-75. and Dwight Stevenson, "Consulting in Technical Writing in
J:,.pan- (Paper pri,- trod at Conference on College Composition and
Communication, Mar. 1983).
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21. You can make a NIiibius strip by taking a rectangular strip of paper`;
twisting one end 180 degrees, and taping it to the other end. It looks
like this:

22. Ong, Interfaces, p. 90,

Appendixes

1. The process-of dietation-documented-in appendix C is based-on-our in
terview data, a close analysis of the notes, tapes, drafts, and final docu-
ments of our interviewees, and, to a lesser extent, on our research in
secondary sources, especially reports by experienced dictators. To
identify the types of communications produced by dictation, we relied
on interviewees' comments and the products we collected. To identify
the stages and activities of dictated composing, we relied on a combina-
tion of research on the composing process (for example, that of Gould,
and Flower and Hayes) and on our interviews and collected materials.
To estimate the weight given to each activity in each kind of communi-
cation, we relied on our interview notes, follow-up discussions with in-
terviewees, and their tapes, drafts, and final products.

1. This segment of the transcribed, ted first draft has been pho-
tographically reduced from an 11-by-14 ch printout sheet. It is marked
for tape stops, pauses, and other dictation features shown in the an-
notation key.

3. This sample of a first-time-final letter is reduced from standard 8V2-by-11
inch letter size and is marked for tape stops, pauses, and other dictation

14 4
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features shown in the annotation key. It contains at the top a note to the
transcriptionist to add a name to the copy list before mailing.

4. According to the authors 'The arrows indicate that information
flows from one box or process to another; that is, knowledge about the
writing assignment or knowledge from memory can he transferred or
used in the planning process, and information from planning can flow
hack the other way. . . . One of the central premises of the cognitive
process theory presented here is that writers are coustantly, instant by
instant, orchestrating a battery of cognitive processes as they integrate
planning, romembering, writing, and rereading.' (pp. 386-87).

5. Mertes, -Doing Your Office Over,- pp. 127-35.
6. Sources for teaching dictation arc adapted from Flat ley and Vik, p. 139.
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